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motto 

"In Icarische euforie zwierf Laureutz door de wetenschap." 
Paul Osnabrück 

abstract 

1 

In this thesis the programming language 4·) is described in detail. 4) is a 
- - -

reversible programming la11guag<' whirh means roughly tha.t the compila-
tion of a program yields two exeru ta bles, one corresponding to the normal 
direction of evaluation and one corresponding to the inverse direction of 
evaluation. The programming language is mainly imperative, though it also 
allows declarative elements. Anot.her important aspect of 42 is that it is 
parametrized. On the basis of an example, namely the automatic transla
tion project Rosetta, it is shown how 42 eau he put into practice. 
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Preface 

This Master's Thesis was \Hitten to get my Masters Degree in Computer 
Science at the University of Amsterdam (study group Robotics and Artificial 
lntelligence ). The research took place within the scope of the Rosetta project 
at "Philips Natuurkundig Laboratorium" (Philips Physics Laboratory) and 
IPO (lnstitute for Perct-ption Ht-st-arcb ), both located at Eindhoven. 
The task which I had to carry out was formulated as follows: 

The last few years quite a lot of experience was acquired in writ
ing natura] language grammars in a transformational formal
ism. We have developed our own (M-rule) nota.tion which can 
he translated into PASCAL with the aid of a self-made compiler 
generator. Wethink it is us<>ful t.o evalua.te the present M-rule 
notation and to design on thi!; basis a new notation fora trans
formationa] framework. \Ye also should like to have a compiler 
for this new notation which can be built by using the ELEGANT 
compiler generator. (This compiler generator has been developed 
at "Philips Natuurkundig Laboratorium".) 

After the evaluation of the present ~1-rule notation and implementation, 
a programming language especially designed to impierneut M-rules came 
into being. Since the Rosetta project was officially closed down at the first 
of January of this year, the language was doomed to end in a forgotten 
drawer. This has been prevented by making the developed programming 
langua.ge general purpose. Other application · areas were found, but not 
exploited yet. The result was +2 ( pronounce: forty-two ), a.n impera.tive 
reversible programming language created by Joep Rous and Pa.ul Jansen. 
The name of the language is adopted from the radio series a.nd novel The 
Hitch Hiker's Guidt to tht Gala:z:y written by Douglas Adams [Ada.ms79]. 
This science fiction story is ( among ot her things) a bout a. gigantic computer 
called Deep Thought which is computing the a.nswer to the grea.t question 
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of life, the universe and everything. After seven and a half million years' 
work it produces the answer: 

'Er ... Good morning, 0 Deep Thought,' sa.id Loonquawl ner
vously, 'do you have ... er, tha.t is ... ' 
'An answer for you?' int.errupt.ed Deep Thought majestically. 
'Yes I have.' ( ... ) 'Though I don't think,' added Deep Thought, 
'that you're going to like it.' 
'Doesn't matter!' said Phoughg. 'We must know it! Now!' ( ... ) 
'Allright,' sa.id Deep Thought. 'The Answer to the Great Ques-
tion ... ' 
'Yes ... !' ( ... ) 
'Is ... ' said Deep Thought. and paused. 
'Yes ... !' 
'Is .. .' 
'Yes ... !! ... ?' 
'Forty-two,' said Deep Thought, with infinite majesty and calm. 
It was a long long time bt•fore anyone spoke. 

Unfortuna.tely, nobocl~· knew the actual question anymore ofwhich forty-two 
was the answer. Even the computer its<.>lf couldn't. produce this. A successar 
of Deep Thought, call<.>d Th0 Eart h. had to be build to calcula.~e the original 
question. The rationale of th<.> JJallH' -12 tlten is: if Deep Tbought would have 
made use of 42 it should haw bt•C'n able to compute the original question: 
besides generating the uormal int<'l'}HC'tation of a program, tbe 42 compiler 
genera.tes automa.tically the invers<.> of a program as well. 

What 's Coming? 

The thesis begins wit ha historica! sketch of the developments on the subject 
of reversible programmingin chapt('l' 1. Chapt.er 2 conta.ins the definition of 
what reversible programmingis about. In this cha.pter some general proper
ties of reversible programming languages will he dealt with too. After that, 
the la.nguage 42 is discussed thoroughly in a informal wa.y in chapter 3. Lots 
of (mostly numerical) examples illustrates its working. The formal syntax 
and semantics of 42 are defined in cha.pter 4 and 5. respectively. Same miscel
la.neous aspectsof the language are gat.hered in cha.pter 6. Befare giving an 
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exhaustive example of an application in chapter 8, viz. M-grammars in the 
Rosetta machine translation project, chapter i contains a brief description 
of other possible areas of a.pplications without going into details. Finally, 
the conclusions and subjects of further research are stated in chapter 9. 
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Chapter 1 

Ristorical Background 

The idea of a reversible programming Ianguage bas had many preceding 
phases of ma.turation. In the beginning stage of computer sdence the com
puter was entirely looked upon as a physical machine. So the first thoughts 
about the combination of reversibility and computation had to do with re
versible computers and not with re,·ersible programming languages. The 
primogenitor of this subject is the American solid-state physidst Rolf Lan
dauer. In bis artiele /rrevft·sibility cmd Heat Generation in the Computing 
Process published in the IBM joumal of Research and Development of 1961 
he argued among others a bout the irreversibility of computers and the desire 
to create reversible ones [Landau<:>r61]. The main point he makes is that re
versible computers could perfarm usdul computa.tions at useful speed while 
dissipating considerably less than 1.-T of energy per logica] step. The artiele 
is not only physical by nat ure. it also contains some philosophical thoughts 
about (logical) reversibility and machines. Landa.uer's artiele was foliowed 
by several other writings of physicists. In 1973 H.C. Bennett took a great 
step forward by giving a more general description of reversible computers 
[Bennett73]. The reversible Turing-machines he defines were also created in 
the scope of dissipa.tion decrease. Gradua.lly the discussion became merely 
physical and less interesting for us. 
The first one who observed the possihility of using inverse programs was Eds
ger \V. Dijkstra [Dijkstrai8]. In a persoual not.e he describes how to solve 
a partienlar problem by reversing t.he algorithm of the much easier inverse 
problem. It was not difficult to derive the reverse ofthe program because the 
algorithm was stat.ed in Dijkstra's guarded cammand language. Moreover 
the relation between the two programs was bijective, causing no indeter-

-I 
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mmtsm. Three years after that, David Gries even devoted a whole chapter 
to inverting programs in his standard work The Science of Programming 
[Gries81). As only programs which yield a different result for each different 
input were considered to have an inverse program, unfortunately, only de
terministic programs were dealt with. Gries' statements like "This chapter 
is devoted to have fun inverting programs." bas clone no good to further 
developrnent of reversible programming languages. Strangely enough it is 
Gries bimself who writes in 1989 a sineere artiele about reversibility of pro
grams. Tagether with Jan van de Snepscheut he tries to specify an algorithm 
for a inorder tree traversal and its inverse [Gries & van de Snepscheut89). 
Since then there is a growing interest in program inversion again. One of 
its effects is the artiele Pr-ogram bu•ersion: more than Jun! of Wei Chen 
and Jan Tijmen Udding who postulate Hoare-like proof rules for inverting 
a program [Chen & Udding90]. However no documentation about the ac
tual design and implementation of a nondeterministic irnperative reversible 
prograrnrning language (like -12) has been found yet. 



Chapter 2 

Reversible Programming 

Before discussing the programming language 42 in detail, some general un
derstanding of reversible programming is needed. In section 2.1 the frame
work upon which a. re\'ersible programming language is founded is briefly 
sketched. Later on, in the sections about semantics, this framework will he 
made more precise. An important feature of reversible programming lan
guages is the way tl1ey treat relations. These will be discussed in section 
2.2. 

2.1 The General Framework 

A state of memory s of a computer eau be viewed as a function from 
addresses to values or in more abstract terms, from identifiers to values. 
To ease the discussion. we sa~· that states of memory are functions from 
identifiers to values, instead of adclr<:'sses to values. A sta.te of memory will 
simply be called state in the s<'quel. In ordinary programming languages of 
sequentia! nature, programs take a state as input and return after termina
tion a state as output. In other words. a computer program 1r itself can 
also be considered a function. lf Sstart denotes all possible start states of 
program 1r and St.nd all possible end states, its corresponding function ll 
could be stated as TI : S,tart - Send· 

From a theoretica] point of view , it is possible that the start states s1, ••• , Sn 

of s.tort have different domahls, i.e. the set of identifiers which are defined 
by every start state is not the same. Since we are dealing with programs 
however, it is permitted to a.ssume that thesetof identifiers of every start 
is equal. Moreover, if we ta.ke l~tart to be the union of all codomains of 

9 
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SI, .•• , Sn, thesetof startstatescan he stated by Sstart : p(Dstart - Vstart), 

where p denotes the powerset function. The same reasoning can he made 
for the set of end states, resulting in Send : p(Dend - Vend)· As a conse
quente, we can now also define a set of states as a fundion from a domain 
of identifiers D to a set of n-tuples, in which nis equal to the cardinality of 
D: 

(2.1) 

where x1 , .•• , Xn are identifiers and v}, ... , v~ are val u es. 
lf we allow nondeterministic programming, the transition between start 
states and end states is no Jonger injective. The denotation of a nonde
terministic program then. could be represented by a set of ordered pairs 
containing a start state and an t>nd state. Formally, the program relation 
can be stated as R,. : 8~ 1 ",. 1 x Swd· To make the execution of a nondeter
ministic program TI more explicit. it can also he viewed as a function from 
a start state toa. set of end stales n : Sstart - p(Send) [Plotkin76]. 
Functions are evaluated in one direction, taking arguments as input and 
returning a value as output. Relations on the other hand have no explicit 
direction of evaJuation. If we change the forma} destription of a nonde
terministic program by R-:: : S~tft x S,·ight the implicit notion of execution 
direction has been released. We could define reversible programming 
then as a form of nondetenninistic programmingin which programs can he 
interp~eted in two ways. The two corresponding interpretation fundions 
need to he the inverse of each ot her. Executing from left to right matches 
ordinary execution and will he called evaluation in the normal direction, 
whereas execution from rigl1t to left will be referred to as executing in the 
inverse direction. The na mes of these concepts are not normative in na
ture: neither direction is fa,·oun•d. 
The compilation of a program in a reversible progra.mming language yields 
two executables, one for each direction. Two interpretation functions are in
troduced to formalize the program executions of these pieces of code. Evai
uatien in the normal direction is handled by the fundion TI. lts formal 
destription is TI : Slfft - p ( Sriuhd· The function TI-1 evaluates the in
verse direction and can he stated as TI-1 : Sright -+ p(SleJd· These two 
interpretation fundions are the inverse of ea.ch other if and only if 

Vsl E Sleft•S2 E Sright: S2 E TI(sJ) ~.St E TI-1(s2) (2.2) 

This formula says that every end state which is the result of a program 
execution in one direction, results in a set of states containing the original 
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start state if it is executed in the other direction. 
A program relation Rw could he extensively stated as Rw : p(Dieft -

VieJt) X p(Dright - Vright). lt is possible to join the domains of the set 
of left state functions Dieft and the set of right state functions Drighh re
sulting in Rw : p(D - 11eJd X p(D - Vright)· This can he done by ex
tending the state functions of S'Jeft and Sright by mapping the identifiers 
which are not defined for that particular function to the undefined sym
bol .L This so called domain attuning gives us the opportunity to filter 
domains out of the program relation, treating program relations as func
tions from a common domain toa. binary relation between values. Formally 
Rw : D - p(11eJt x Vright }. As a result we can also define a program re
la ti on as a function from D to a. set of n-tuples, in which nis equal to the 
cardinality of D: 

where XI. ••• ,Xn are identifiers and t•Jtft
1

, ••• , v;Ightn are values. Domain 
attuning has only notational cons<"quences for a reversible programming lan
guage, leaving the semantics unchanged. 
lf one of the sets Sleft and S'right has a.n intiuite cardinality, the output of 
a particular execution could also he a set of intiuite size. Although from 
a theoretica! point of view there is no harm in generating infinite sets, in 
programming environments this is an undesired result. The way in which 
the problem of infinite results and termination of programs is dealt with 
forms an important aspect of reversible programming languages. 

2.2 Relations 

The general framework sket.ched in the former section gets more body by 
putting in more details. Two important questions which could he asked 
within this scope are: what operators are granted to combine relations with 
each other and how are atomie relations defitu~d? 
From a theoretica! point of view, the only restrietion which could he en
forced in defining operators to ereale compound relations, is the demand 
of decidability. If a.n operator or its inverse is not decidable, termination 
of its evaluation is not gua.ranteed. Ne,·ertheless, choosing operators is a 
case of major concern which desen·es serious consideration. It is tempting 
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to define operators by consiclering only one direction without taking into 
account which consequences this could have for the other direction. Uncar
efully chosen operators often lack a perspicuous semantics in one of the two 
directions. Furthermore, the inverse semantics of such an operator rarely 
coincides with the inverse syntax of the operator. Trying to define an "IF 
Relation1? THEN Relatio11 2" construct is a shining example. The relation 
followed by a question mark is a so called boolean test which is evaluated 
to a boolean (see section 3.4 for more details). The syntactically reverse of 
this construction, viz. "Relation 2 THEN Relation1? IF", does not match 
the inverse semantics: the right to left interpretation always returns the in
put state and, provided that "Rclation 1 ?" evaluates to true afterwards, the 
inverse of" Relation2" will also be returned. 
To keep a language reversible in an elegant way, the extra condition of so 
called syntactical reversibility could be imposed upon the basic oper
ators of a reversible programming language. An operator is syntactically 
reversible if the inverse reading of it corresponds to its inverse meaning. 
Formally we ca.n say. arelation operator "0" is syntactically reversible if 

V( Rt. ... , Rn) E De;. : ((D(RJ .... , Rn) )-1 = 0(R;l, ... , R}1
) 

holds, where R-1 denotes the semantically inverse of a (compound) relation 
R. A simple example of a syntactically reversible operator is the sequence 
operator";". The inverse interpretation of the construct "R1 ; R2" is" R;1 

; R}1 ~ which is exactly the same as reading the construct from right to left. 
lt is easy to see that the ''IF-THEN'' construct we described above is not 
syntactically reversible. 
Following the notation of equatiou 2.3 a program relation could generally 
be stated as 

R(XJ. ••• ,Xn) = {((X!tft1 ·;t·right 1 ), ••• ,(Xlfft11 •XrightJ) I 
tP(:t'ltfi! • • • • ,.l'IEft,.,.rrightJ, • • • ,Xrightn)} (2.4) 

where </>(Xleft1 , ••• , :t'IEftn, Xright 1 , ••• , Xrightn) is a formula of a decidabie lan
guage L in which Xleft 1 , •• • , XiE/tn, :t'right1 , ••• , Zrightn have free occurrences. 
Besides the requirement of being decidable, no further assumption will be 
made about the definition of this language. It could be for instanee a decid
abie sublangua.ge of Peano's la.nguage of a.rithmetics LpA but it could just 
as well be a piece of programming code. If we should like to define atomie 
relations in the literal sense of the word, ct> needs to have the form 
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</>(Xleftl' • • • 'Xleftn • Xright1' • • • 'Xrightn) = 
V1:1 (Xleftl = cfejt1 A :t'right1 = C~ight 1 ) A • • • 1\ 

(Xleftn = c1eftn 1\ Xrightn = C~ightn) 

13 

(2.5) 

where cfe/t1 , ••• , cfeft,., cieft 1 , ••• , cieft,. are constants and </> is an element 
of the first order propositional language supplemented with identity L=· It 
should he clear that the expressiveness of an atomie relation defined in this 
manner is very limited. Relations with infinite domains for instanee eannot 
he represented beeause we are not able to enumerate all pairs in a finite 
way. That's why you better define </> to he of a more expressive language. 
What restrictions are imposed upon the formula f/J is at the designers choice 
(provided tha.t <Pis an element of a decidabie language). In chapter 5 we 
will see what kind of formula 4> is adopted in 42. 



Chapter 3 

The Concepts of ~ 

This chapter gives a full description of the fea.tures of 4:2· All possible con
structs will he explained in an informal way using a lot of examples. Most 
of the concepts which will he discussed are nat implemented yet, and serve 
merely as a specification. Starting with the smallest entity, the transformer, 
we will end with a complete 42-program. The forma! synta..x and semantics 
will he described in the next two chapters. 

3.1 Transfarmers 

The smallest semantically indiYisible component of 42 is the transformer. 
lts ma.in goal is to make a Yariable assignment, although it can also realize 
tests and insta.ntiate other variables. The variabie which will he transformed 
by the transfarmer is called a topic since it is subject to the transfarm 
process. In ordinary programming languages assignment statements look 
like 

x := 2 (3.1) 

The variabie x in this statement could he viewed as topic, however in 42 
such a construct is not allowed because this kind of assignment is not re
versible. The value tha.t needs to he assigned to variabie x in evaluating 
the reverse way is unknown. To make a statement reversible, one must also 
keep track of the values befare executing an assignment. This comes down 
to introducing preconditions in addition to the usual postconditions. The 
general farm of a transfarmer is then 

1-f 
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(3.2) 

in which t1 and t2 are so called terms. Terms are user-defined constants, 
variables or functions with other terms as arguments. They should he de
clared in a specifl.cation file ( see sec ti on 3.6 ah out specification files). In 
the sequel, basic types like integer, natural, string and the like and their 
corresponding variables are supposed to be declared. Frequently used func
tions like addition, multiplication and string concatenation are assumed to 
he declared as well. In the left to right evaluation the term t1 is called the 
preterm of the transfarmer and t 2 the postterm of the transformer. In 
the right to left evaluation however t1 acts as posttermand t2 as preterm. 
The most simple form of a term is the constant. If both termsof a trans
farmer are constauts the topic in question is tested against the preterm tlt 
and if true, the postterm t 2 is assigned to it. Wh en the transfarmer is evalu
ated in the inverse direction, first tl1e preterm t2 is tested a.gainst the topic, 
and if true, the postterm 11 is assigned to it. For instanee in 

x := 4 ! 2 (3.3) 

the variabie x serves as topic. 4 and 2 are terms where 4 serves as preterm 
and 2 as postterm in the uormal din•rtion. The meaning ofthis transfarmer 
in the normal direction is: if x was equal to 4 then it will become 2, oth
erwise the transfarmer will fail. railure of a transfarmer implies more or 
less that the environment of tlt(• transfarmer will produce a.n empty set of 
output states. What exartly happens if a transfarmer fails will he explained 
in section 5.1.1. In the re,·erse order it means: if x was equal to 2 then it 
will become 4, otherwise the transfarmer wHI fail. 
A little about the context of a transfarmer needs to he known to he able 
to judge other farms a term can adopt. Don 't try to grasp this para.graph 
thoroughly, only some global understanding is requested. As we will see 
in section 3.3, transfarmers can be grouped together. Such a junction of 
transfarmers is called an atomie relation. In some ways atomie relations 
can he viewed as achieving parallel exerutions of several transfarmers at the 
same time. They make use of some kind of glo~al and local variables, called 
state and match va.J·ia.bles respectively in 42. State variables are supposed 
to have a value befare entering an atomie rela.tion, wbereas match variables 
get their value somewhere in it by means of a match. During evaluation 
of an atomie relation, first of all tbe transfarmers are evaluated until the 
exclamation mark. This comes down to checking some preconditions and 
instantiating all local varia.bles, as we will see in a moment. After the first 
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phase of evaluation, in the serond phase of evaluation the postterros are 
assigned to the topics starting with the most nested local variable. That's 
all you have to know so far. Insection 3.3 atomie relations will be discussed 
thoroughly. 
Besides being a constant, a. term could also be a variable. Variables which 
are known bef~e a transfarmer is executed act as normal constants because 
their values are fixed with respect to one of the two sicles of the exclama
tion mark. This could he state variables but also match variables which are 
already instantiated by another transformer. lf the variabie y is equal to 4 
at the left hand side, the transfarmer 

x := y ! 2 (3.4) 

is equivalent to the transfarmer of example 3.3 . In the same way, if z 
is equal to 2 at the right hand side, t.he transfarmer 

x := y ! z (3.5) 

has also the same meaning as example 3.3 . 
Uninstantiated variables are treated in a different way. lf an uninstanti
ated value occurs in pretNm position it will be instantiated by meaus of a 
matchwithits topic. Variables without a value which occur as postterm in 
a transfarmer cause an error. In a moment it. will be clear why. 

eonstl := ternpl ! ternp2 (3.6) 

transfarms in the normal direction a topic called eonst 1 from an unknown 
term tempt into the term ternp2. The uninstantiated match variabie temp1 
gets its value from constl by means of a match. If constl has value 4, temp1 
also bec01nes 4. Occurrences of ternpl in other transfarmers inside the same 
atomie relation will be instantiatPd at the sametime by the matebed value. 
An important condition upon match \'aria.bles is the requirement that if a 
ma.tch variabie appears in a transfarmer at one si de of the exclamation mark 
then there must be a transfarmer in the same atomie relation in which this 
match variabie a.ppea.rs at the other side. To expla.in why this requirement 
is needed we could for the sake of simplicity consider an atomie relation 
conta.ining only one transformer: 

eonst1 := temp1 ! 2 
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(3.7) 

in which const1 is a state variabie and temp1 a match variable. In the 
normal direction everything goes right, but in the opposite direction the 
transformation is impossible because the match variabie temp1 has no value, 
so the assignment caimot he clone. 
The last sha.pe a term can adopt is that of a function. A function takes 
other terms as arguments and returns a certain value. lts general form is 

topic := f(tJ. ... ,tn) ! g(ti, ... ,t~) (3.8) 

lf t 11 ••• , tn and ti, ... ,1~1 rontain no uninstantiated variables the terms 
can he considered as ordinary constants equal to the return values of the 
functions f and g (possibly prereded b~· the evaluation of the individual 
terms t1 , ... , tn. ti, ... , 1:n ). But if for instanee ti is a uninstantiated vari
abie (and the other terms are ronstants), t; gets all possible values for which 
f(t11 ... , tn) = topic. This comes down to computing the inverse function 
f-1 with respect to tJ. ... ,ti-l•ti+l• ... ,tn since if f(t 11 ... ,tm) =topic 
then ti l ft~~ ..• tj_

1 
,t,+1 •••• ,t" (topic). The fa ct that the inverse function is 

a set containing possibly more t han one value makes the whole process 
indeterministic (In the following sections we will see more eausers of inde
terminism.). For every possible value the match variabie in question can 
get, a separate eva]uation path of the program is initiated. 
How a specific function has to be evaluated, is declared in a specificatien 
file (see 3.6). Note that every funrtion needs two declarations, one for each 
direction. Simply specifying these functions in the programming language 
4Q is the most ob,·ious thing you can do, but if the performance of the 
program rests heavily upon some particular functions then you better im
plement these directly into the target language. Frequently used functions, 
such as addition and multiplication, are pre-defined. The following example 
shows the way in whirh the addition funrtion can be applied. 

x := temp1 ! ternp1 + 3 (3.9) 

In the normal direction x is increas<>d by 3, a.c;signing to templ the value 
of x by means ofa. match. In the inverse direction x is decreased by 3, 
assigning the value of x-3 to temp1. 
The following transfarmer showshow nondeterminism can evolve (the state 
variabie x and the match variables nat1 and nat2 are assumed to he natu
rals) 
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x := natl + nat2 ! natl * nat2 {3.10) 

1f x is initially equal to 3, nat 1 and nat2 can get the values 0 and 3, 1 
and 2, 2 and 1 and 3 and 0 respectively. The posttermthen is computed by 
taking all these possible values into account, resulting in 0 (i.e. 0 * 3 and 
3 • 0) and 2 (i.e. 1 • 2 and 2 * 1 ). In the same way, if x starts with value 6 in 
the inverse direction it will be tra.nsformed to 5 (i.e. 2 + 3 and 3 + 2) and 7 
(i.e. 1 + 6 and 6 + 1 ). 
To control the scope of state va.riables the undefined value is also avail
able. State variables are initialized by changing them from undefined to 
a particular value and variables a.re finalized (i.e. destroyed) by changing 
them from the value at that moment to undefined. 

x := ! 2 {3.11) 

is interpreted in the normal direction: if x has an undefined value it will 
become 2. Inthereverse interpretation the topic x should have value 2 and, 
if so, it will become undefined. Sametimes we use the symbol ".l." to denote 
the undefined value. 
You aften only want to check \vhether a topic has a certain value without 
doing an assignment. This can be simulated by using synta.ctically equiva
lent terms befare and after the exclamation mark. The topic will then he 
checked a.gainst the preterm (as intended ), in the sec011d phase of evaluation 
the same value is assigued to the topic causing no change. As this situation 
occurs frequently a. simple abbreviation is introduced. A transfarmer con
taining syntactically equivaleut terms as preterm and postterm like 

topic := t ! t {3.12) 

may be reduced to 

topic := t (3.13) 

It is not always desired to obey the principle of reversibility. For efficiency 
reasans you sametimes want a transfarmer evaluation in only one way. The 
undesired direction of evaluation can he blocked by a blockade. The pro
gramming code of a transfarmer which is blocked in some direction will he 
skipped befare it is handed over to the compiler. In the first transfarmer of 
example 3.14 the normal direction is blocked, while the inverse direction is 
blocked in the second transformer. 
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topic ~:= t1 t2 
topic :=Cl t1 t2 

3.2 Boolean Transfarmers 

19 

(3.14) 

As mentioned in the previous section, one sametimes wants to do a boolean 
test without getting an assignment action as side-effect. The salution pro
posed in that sectionis ouly appropria.te for equality tests. Transfarmers are 
not able to express more complex booleans, even other relational operations 
like "<" (less tha.n) or "<>" (unequal to) cannot be simulated. That's why 
the boolean transfarmer is introduced, a language construct which only 
perfarms tests. Since 110 a.ctions are performed by a boolean transfarmer 
it is reversible by definition. The boolea.n transfarmer looks similar to the 
ordinary transfarmer in many ways. The only striking difference in appear
ance is the absence of a topic since 110 variabie will be transformed. Match 
variables could get a value in a boolean transfarmer by means of a match, 
thus performing an a.ction. To avoid this situation it is a requirement for 
boolean transfarmers that every variabie occurring in it is already instanti
ated. The general form of a boolean transfarmer is then 

(3.15) 

Observe that the compound symbol "?=" is its identifying mark. The real 
difference between ordinary transfarmers and boolean transfarmers is their 
distinct way of eva]ua.tion. To prevent any action being taken, the variables 
( and their corresponding va lues) occurring in a boolean transfarmers are 
copied before evalua.tion. After that the boolean transfarmer is evaluated in 
the same way as an ordinary transfarmer is evalua.ted. lf the resulting set 
of end states is empty, the boolea.n transfarmer also yields an empty output 
state {failure), if it is not empty the evaluation processis continued with 
the set conta.ining the original input state (success ). 
As they are frequently used, the relational infix operators are pre-defined. 
Since the symbols "<" a.nd ">" will he used for other purposes, the operators 
". GT." (greater than ), " . LT." (less than ), " . GE." (greater than or equal to) 
and ". LE." (less than or equal to) are a.dopted. An example of this last kind 
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of boolean transfarmer is 

?= namel .GT. "Battus" (3.16) 

which tests whether a partienlar variabie namel has a value which follows 
the constant string "Battus" in lexicographical order. Likewise the boolean 
constructs negation, disjunction and conjunction are pre-defined. They 
are denoted by the tilde".", the vertical bar "I" and the ampersand "t" 
respectively, having the conventional priorities (i.e. negation binds strongest 
and conjunction binds stronger than disjunction ). The meaning of 

?= (namel .GT. "Battus") a: ·enamel = "Stoker") (3.17} 

should he clear now. Just like atomie tra.nsformers, boolean transfarmers 
can he blocked by using the blockade s~·mbol "~". 

3.3 Atomie Relations 

Transfarmers can he grouped tagether within a.n atomie relation. Atomie 
relations are language constructs which are able to change a lot of variables 
at one go. The variables which are transformed by the atomie relation make 
up a vector, called a state (vector). A variabie x which occurs in a state 
vector- s is called a state variable, its value is denoted by s(x). Match 
variables are variables which exist only inside the scope of an atomie rela
tion, they can he compared with local variables in ordinary prograrnming 
languages. Both state variables and match variables eau operate as a topic 
of a transfarmer. 
Evaluation of a.n atomie relation happens in two phases. In the first phase 
every transfarmer before the exclamation mark will he executed. This is only 
possible if the value of its corresponding topic is known in advance. With 
respect to state variables this requirement is fulfilled by definition, match 
variables, however, needs t.o he matebed first. Since matching takes place 
during evaluation of transfarmers which contain an already valued topic, 
the order of transfarmer evaluat.ion needs not to he equal to the order in 
which the transfarmers occur inside an atomie relation. The second phase 
constitutes the evaluation of the transfarmers bebind the exclarnation mark. 
The order of this process is also undetermined in advance. The most nested 
topie variabie will he assigned first, the state variables will be the last to 
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change. The order of evaluation is essential, for changes in more nested vari
ables affects the postterm of the variables of a higher value (see for instanee 
example 3.21 ). So, in contrast with the rest of~. the evaluation order of the 
individual transfarmers inside anatomie relation is not really determined by 
the user. The machine controls the execution by evaluating top down in the 
first phase and bottorn up in the second phase. To a certain extent this 
process can be viewed as declarative. If we look upon an atomie relation 
as a black box, we can regard it as performing a parallel transformation of 
variables. A set of state veetors enters the atomie relation and a set of state 
veetors leaves it. We ha.ve called this kind of relation atomie because it is 
the most primitive rela.tion available in 42. In section 5.1.2 we will see how 
complex relations are built from atomie relations. 
The general form of an atomie relation is 

< : ... Match V ars ... : 
(Boolean) Transfarmer Separator 

(Boolean) Transfarmer > (3.18) 

Atomie rela.tions are delimited by tlte symbols "<" and ">". Figure 3.18 
shows also that match variables which will be used in an atomie relation 
are declared in advance between colons. The types of the used variables 
need ~ot to he declared because in 42 the type of a variabie is hidden in 
its name (see section 3.6 ). If no match variables are used the colons may 
be omitted. The transfarmers within the atomie rela.tion can be separated 
from each other in two ways. 
The most obvious way is using the conjunction which is denoted by a semi
colon "; ". Parts of an atomie rel a ti on which are separated by conjunction 
make up one transition of va.riables. E.g. the result statesof 

< : ml 
xl := 4 ml; 
x2 := ml 2 > (3.19) 

will depend on both transfarmers since they are separated by a conjunc
tion sign. Let s denote the input state containing the state variables z 1 
and z2. During evalua.tion in the normal direction, first of all it is verified 
whether s(z1) = 4. If this condition is false the atomie relation fails resulting 
in the empty set of output sta.tes. But if the condition holds the postterros 
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are assigned to the state variables. :Match variabie ml gets its value from 
state variabie x2. The set of resulting output states S' then is a singleton 
which looks like 

S'( ) _ { {(s(x2),2,s(xJ), ... ,s(xn))} if s(xt) = 4 
Xt,••••Xn - 0 . th • o erw1se 

The other available separator is the disjunction which is denoted by the 
comma symbol",". The disjunction operator farcesits arguments to execute 
their transforma.tions separa.tely. After the evaluatîon of both arguments the 
two resulting sets of state veetors are merged together. Here we see another 
form of nondeterminism eropping up. Disjunction and conjunction are as
sumed to have the conventional priorities (i.e. conjunction binds stronger 
than disjunction ). The transfarmer 

< : ml 
xl := ml ml + 1; 
x2 := 8 ml + 8, 
xl := 3 x2 > (3.20) 

constitutes a more complex example conta.ining a disjunction. Let s de
note again the input state conta.ining the state variables x1 and x2. The 
variabie m1 is a match variable. The comma symbol divides the atomie 
relation into two parts. The first part contains the transfarmers "xl : = ml 
! ml + 1" a.nd "x2 := 8 ! ml + 8" resulting in thesetof output states 
S'. The sec011d part exists of the transfarmer "xl := 3 ! x2" resulting in 
the set of output stales S". The set of output statesof the whole atomie 
relation is the uni on of S' and S". Durii1g the normal evaluation of the first 
part the match variabie m1 will match x1, in other words m1 = s(x1 ). The 
set S' of output states will be 

S'( )-{ {(s(:rd+l.s(:rd+8,s(x3), ... ,s(xn))} ifs(x2)=8 
Xt, • •• 'Xn - 0 th • o erw1se 

State variables which do nat occur as topic a.re supposed to retain the same 
value during the transforma.tion. S" will become after evaluation of the 
second part 

S"( . ) _ { {(s(x2),s(a·2).s(xJ), ... ,s(xn))} if s(x1) = 3 
XJ, ••• ,Xn - 0 h · ot erw1se 
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If a match variabie occurs in topic position in an atomie relation, we say 
that it is topicalised. Example 4.20, for instance, can he extended to 

< . ml, m2 : 0 

xl := ml ml + 1; 
x2 := 8 ml + 8; 
ml := m2 m2 + 6, 
xl := 3 x2 > (3.21) 

In this case ml is topicalised and the resulting set of state veetors S' will 
become (after evaluation in the normal direction) 

S'( )-{ {(s(xJ)+ï,s(xt)+l4,s(x3), ... ,s(xn)} ifs(x2)=8 
x1' · · · 'Xn - 0 otherwise 

The result set S" is equal totheresult set S" of exampie 3.20. Topicalisation 
of match variables is useful to modularize changes of variabies. lf a small 
change bas to he made in a huge input, a match variabie can he introduced 
to transfarm the variabie ]ocally without repeating the whole input. To 
change for instanee the word "optimalize'' into "optimalise" (or the other 
way around) we could use the following atomie relation 

< : char4 
vord3 := "optimali" char4 "e"; 
char4 := "z" ! "s" > (3.22) 

The example uses the abbreviation of (3.13) to change the variabie vord3 
without needing to type the term "optimali" char4 "e" twice. In chapter 
8 we will recognize the elegance of topicalisation. 
Consider the following example: 

< : ml, m2 : 
ml := m2; 
m2 := ml > (3.23) 

In this atomie relation m1 gets its value from m2, but m2 for its part needs 
the value of m1 to instautiate. Th is cykel occurs for both directions of eval
uation. A simpie semantica] check on instantiations is able to detect such 
cykels befare the actua.I compilation phase is started. Every variabie which 
act as topic in an atomie relation needs to have a value. State variables have 
a value by definition, match varia.bles, however, get a value duringa match 
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inside a transformer. If an instantiation of a match variabie x depends upon 
another match variabie y then x will he stared into a temporal list L. In 
case y appears to depend upon x the cykel is detected because x is in L. An 
error message to the display will draw the attention of the user to it. 

3.4 Complex Relations 

Atomie relations are language constructs which transfarm variables in par
allel according to an evaluation process that is more or less internally con
trolled. To give the user also the opportunity to direct the evaluation pro
cess, operators which can combine atomie relations such as repetition and 
union are introduced. The complex relation which allows the user to express 
these kind of structures farms the main subject of this section. 
The general setting in which a complex relat.ion occurs is 

( ... StateVars ... ) [ : ... Help\'ars ... : Complex Rela.tion] (3.24) 

These so called relation bodies operate the way procedures operate in 
ordinary programming languages. In section 3.4.6 about labeled relations 
we will see how we can call and deelare them as real procedures. 
Sta.te variables are global variables containing a value while entering a re
lation body, they are also known outsidc the relation body. Help variables 
are listed inside the ,. r· and '']'' symbols to make clear that their scope is 
limited to the relation body. If no help va.riables are needed the colons may 
be omitted. Help variables are initialized to the undefined "l.". Don't mix 
up help variables and match variahles: help variables are local in according 
to relation bodies, whereas match variables are local to atomie relations. 
Help variables can be viewed as state variables regarding to atomie rela
tions! Note that we need only one argument list because the start and end 
states of relations in 42 contain the same set of variables (see chapter 2). 
Complex relations are defined as follows 

• an atomie relation is a complex relation 

• if R is a complex rela.tion then (R) is also a complex relation 

• Sequence: if RI and R2 are complex relations then RI . R2 is also a 
complex relation 
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• Union: if R1 and R2 are complex relations then R1 I R2 is also a 
complex relation 

• Intersection: if R1 and R2 are complex relations then R1 t R2 is also 
a complex relation 

• Repetition: if R is a complex rela.tion then {R} is also a complex 
relation 

• Boolean Test: if R is a complex relation (possibly containing the ad
ditional operator "_" (complement)) then R? is a complex relation 

• Relation Call: if R is a rela.tion name and x1 , .•• , Xn are arguments 
then R(x1 , ••• ,xn) is a complex rela.tion 

This enumeration defines the so called class of regular relations extended 
with an intersection operator and a possibility to do tests. In modallogic it 
resembles the system of Pratt as described in [Pratt80) and [Harel84]. The 
subtie differences between t.he complex relation operators and those from 
Pratt will become apparent in the rhapter about thesemantics of 4.2· In the 
following subsections each of the complex relations will be discussed. 

3.4.1 Atomie Relation 

The most simple complex relation is the atomie relation. Example 3.22 
can be expanded to 

(word3)[ < : char4 : 

] 

word3 := "optimali" char4 "e"; 
char4 := "z" ! "s" > 

(3.25) 

Now it is clear that word3 is a state \'ariable which is also known outside 
this particular relation. The variabie char4 is a match variabie because it 
occurs inside the atomie relation. Another trivia} extension is the allowance 
of parentheses, it is used to disambiguate complex expressions. 

3.4.2 Sequence 

Evaluation of a sequence Rt.R2 means, first of all evaluate the complex 
relation R1 , then every element. of the resulting set of states will be taken as 
input of the complex relation R2. Eventually the union of the output sets 
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of R2 will serve as the fin al resulting set. A brief example of arelation body 
conta.ining a sequence is 

(x1)[ < vl xl := vl v1 + 6 > 
< v1 x1 := vl vl * 4 > 

] 

This relation body is equal t.o 

(x1)[ < : v1 : x1 := v1 (vl + 6) * 4> ] 

3.4.3 Union and Intersection 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

The union operator " I" can be defined as the uni on of the output sets of its 
arguments, whereas the intersection operator ".t" takes the intersection of 
the output sets of its arguments. It is easy to see that the union operator 
brings about indeterminism. During the evaluation of the union of the 
complex relations R1 and R2 , bath relations are evaluated separately where 
after the union of the two resulting sets of states farms the set of output 
statesof the whole complex relation. To showsome possible effects of these 
two operators, an artificial example which ma.nipulates naturals is presented. 

(natl,nat2)[ < v,v natl := V + V v; 
nat2 := 3 V ) .t 

< v,v natl := V + V v; 
nat2 := 3 V + V ) 

< : v,v natl := 6 7; 
nat2 :=V V + 1 > 

] (3.28) 

Let s be the state vector which serves as input and assume that s( nat1) = 6 
and s( nat2) = 3. In the normal direction the first atomie relation produces 
a set of state veetors which could be represented by using the notation of 
equation 2.1: S1(natbnat2) = {(0,6),(1,5),(2,4),(3,3),(4,2),(5,1),(6,0)}. 
The second and third atomie relation will yield the set of state veetors 
S2(nat~,nat2) = {(0,6),(1,6).(2.6),(3,6),{4,6),(5,6),(6,6)} and S3(nathnat2) = 
{(7,4)} respectively. As a consequence of the conventional precedences, fust 
of all the intersection of 5'1 and 5'2 will be computed resulting in {0,6}. Af-
ter that the union of {0,6} and 5'3 is taken leading up to the :final answer 
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{(0,6),(7,4)}. Taking for instanee S(nat1 ,nat2 ) = {(0,6),(7,4)} as set 
of startstatesin the reverse way we get SHnat1.nat2) = {(6,3),(11,3)}, 
S2(nat17 nat2) = {(6,3)} and S~(natt.nat2 ) = {(6,3)}. So the end result 
will be {(6, 3), (11, 3)}. 

3.4.4 Repetition 

By a.nalogy with loops in ordinary progra.mming languages, '4:2 has also the 
repetition as complex relation: it repeats the relation between curly braces 
("{" a.nd "}") until the empty state is reached. The set of output states 
conta.ins all states generated in between, including the original input state. 
Lets be an input state only containing the state variabie x1 and let s(xi) = 
2. In the normal direction the output states of 

(x1)[ { < : v 
Xl :=V ! V+ 1; 

?= (x1 .GT. 1) ! (xl .LT. 10) > 
} 

] (3.29) 

will be thesetof state veetors S'(;tt} = {2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}. In the in
verse direction the set of output stat.es will only contain 2. Genera.lly, if you 
start in the normal direction wit h s( l· 1 ) = i as start state then a set of state 
vectors_ conta.ining val u es between i and 9 for x1 are returned. In the inverse 
interpretation this interval lies between 2 and i. Both cases assume that 
1 < i < 10. Repetition is a.nother example of a nondeterministic language 
construct. 

3.4.5 Boolean Test 

Boolean tests are complex relations which are interpreted in a special way. 
Before entering a boolea.n test a copy is made of the input state, where af
ter evaluation of the boolean test takes place as if we were dea.ling with 
a.n ordinary complex relation. If this evaluation results in an empty set 
the evaluation of the boolea.n test fails, if not "so, we say that the evalua
tion succeeds returning the unchanged copy of the input state. So boolean 
tests do not perform a.ny action, they return the input state (success) or 
the empty set (failure). Don't mix up boolea.n transfarmers with boolean 
tests, boolean transfarmers operate inside an atomie relation (see section 
3.2), whereas boolea.n tests are complex relations. Intheinverse direction a 
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boolean test is evaluated as follows. Just like the normal direction, first of 
all, a copy is made before entering a boolean test. Then something strange 
happens: The boolean test is evaluated from left to right! The reason for 
this is the fact that the boolean test accomplishes no action. lf for instanee 
a boolean test (RI}? is foliowed by an "ordinary" relation R2 and if the 
evaluation of {R1 )? succeeds and R2 transforms s1 into the output state 82, 

then there exists a transition from s1 to s2 • So in the inverse way there has 
to be a transition from s2 to St· The inverse evaluation of R2 transforms 
82 into a set of output states of which St is an element. To accomplish the 
transition from s2 toSt the boolean test (RI)? needs to succeed. The only 
way in which this can he clone is interpreting (R1)? from left to right, for 
the inverse interpretation gua.rantees no success. An awkward consequence 
of this particular eva.luation is the loss of synta.ctical reversibility, since the 
right to left interpretation of ( R1 )? is the same as the left to right interpre
tation. The boolean operator"?" could be made syntactically reversible by 
allowing only the subclass of symmetrical programs of 42 in boolean tests. 
Whether we loose expressiveness by restricting boolean tests to symmetrical 
programs is still a.n open question. 
By definition the union and intersection operator act as logical disjunction 
and conjunction respectively in a boolean test environment. For "(R1 I 
R2)?" succeeds if and only if "(R1 )?" or "(R1 )?" succeeds.and "(R1 1: 
R 2 )?" succeeds if and only if "(R1 ) ?"' a.nd "(R2 ) ?" succeeds. To complete 
the logical connectives, the logica! negation should also he available. How
ever the complement operator which corresponds with the logical negation 
at the level of complex relations is not implemented. The reason for this is 
the requirement of finiteness of result: if the codomain of a state variabie is 
infinite and the evaluation without the complement operator is finite then 
an infinite amount of result. states is genera.ted. lntroducing the negation 
at the level of a boolean test causes no problem. The negation "_" could 
informally he defined as follows: " (- R) ?" succeeds if and only if "R?" fails. 
As a consequence of the in duetion hypothesis "R?" meets the requirement 
of finiteness of result, so "c-R)?'" does too. 
Complex rela.tions which are composed out of'hoolean tests are especially 
useful when complex tests have to he made. Suppose for example that a 
user only wants to have the last genera.ted result state of a repetition "{R}". 
With the aid of the nega.tion "_" this can easily he expressed in "2 by "{R} 
• e-R)?". 
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3.4.6 Labeled Relations 

Most of the imperative programming languages use procedures to gain mod
ularity (resulting in: faster compilation, less redundant souree code and per
spicuity of code). On condition that recursion is allowed, another advantage 
of procedures is its extra expressive power. Labeled relations, i.e. relation 
boclies preeerled by a rela.tion name, are suitable to serve as procedures in 
4.2· Example 3.25 for instanee can be transformed in a procedure by giving 
it for instanee the name "EA_proc8". 

EA_proc8(vord3)[ < : char4 

J 

vord3 :== 11optimali 11 char_4 11 e 11
; 

char4 :== 11 Z 11 ! 11 S 11 > 
{3.30) 

Relations can be declan'd by means of a labeled rela.tion. Such a decla
ration is done befare the declaration of the help variables inside a relation 
body. To distinguish procedure declara.tions from other langua.ge constructs 
it starts with an exclamation mm·k. Since a labeled relation is a complex 
relation a.nd arelation callis a labeled relation, a call of a. declared relation 
is allowed whenever a complex relat.ion is expected. The following varia.tion 
on 3.29 shows how relations are declared a.nd called. 

Simple(x1)[ ! Succ/Pred(y1)[ < : v 

J 

y1 :== v v+1 > ] 

{ < ?== (x1 .GT. 1) > • 
Succ/Pred(x1) 
< ?== (x1 .LT. 10) > } 

(3.31) 

As you can see in this example relation narnes may conta.in a slash sym
bol. Befare the slash sym bol the intension of the left to right evaluation is 
given (in casu "take the successor" ). after the slash symbol the intension of 
the right to left evaluation is giwn ("take the predecessor"). This conven
tion is maintainèd throughout the paper. 
Since sametimes a relatiou needs to be called inside an atomie relation, 4.2 
allows relation boclies inside an atomie relation. So besides the possibility 
of nesting parallel processes into sequentia! processes, in 4.2 the opposite is 
also possible. Suppose for instanee the abstra.ct datatype "binary tree" has 
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been declared in an accessible specification file (see section 3.6 how you can 
manage this). A relation \\"hich reverses trees in both directions looks like 

Reverse(treel)[ < : l,r,node : 
treel := 0, 

( treel := node(l,r) node(r,l); 
(1) [Reverse(l)]; 
{r)[Reverse(r)] 

)> 
] (3.32) 

This example shows tha.t recursion is allowed in 42. The evaluation of 
Reversestarts with a test whether the input tree is empty. Ifthe input tree 
is empty, nothing has to be clone. lf not so, the rela.tion is recursively called 
for the two subtrees. Arriving at the leaves, the reversion of the tree takes 
place in a bottom up order. 

3.5 Modularization 

To keep programs well-organized quite a lot of attention has to be paid 
to modularization. Three simple modularization techniques which are also 
used in other programming languages are present in 42: the restricted scope 
of variables, the use of procedures and the possibility of including files. 
One kind of modula.rization is established by giving variables a scope which 
is as local as possible: the wider the scope of a va.riable the sooner you mix 
up variables unintent ionally. Like ordiuary programming langua.ges, the 
level of decla.ra.tion of a variabie in 42 is also the highest level at which the 
variabie exists. The scope of a help variabie is the relation body in which it 
occurs, wherea.s the scope of a match variabie is the atomie relation in which 
it occurs. By allowîng nesting of relations (see the section about complex 
relations ), 4<.2-programs are hierarchîcally structured. Every nesting of a 
relation body in an atomie transfarmer gives entry to a lower level. This 
entry is blocked for all va.riables not present in the argument list of the 
relation body. So in a.ddition toa maximum level of existence, a variabie in 
4.2 has also a lower bound. 

program(inputl)[ ! relation(f_arguments)[relation body] 
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< : tl,t2,t3 : 
inputl := tl ! t2 
tl := t2 ! t3 

31 

(t2,t3)[ : hl :{complex relation} . 
relation(a_arguments)J > 

J (3.33) 

The values of match variables t2 and t3 in the example above are known 
in every complex relation following the argument list of the nested relation. 
Variabie t1 has only access to its enclosing atomie relation. The only vari
ables whicl1 could be part of the a.ctual argument list a_arguments are t2, 
t3 or h1, but net tl. 
Another kind of modularization is tl1e u se of labeled rela.tions as procedures. 
Declaring and calling relations are appropriate concepts to gain perspicuity. 
Unclear complex relations as wellas obscure atomie relations can be clarified 
by declaring them as separate relation, possibly by using subrelations. In 
contrast with variables, declared relations are a.ccessible to alllevels below 
the level of declaration. Soit is important to deelare relations at the lewest 
level possible. 
The third kind of modularization is the possibility to sprea.d the souree code 
over several files. Huge programscan be divided in files to spend less compile 
time and to make the program in question more clear. Another advantage 
of this kind of modularity is the possibility of in formation hiding. Lew level 
structures and their operations can be declared and implemented in files 
unrea.chable for the user. The specificatien file which will be described in 
sectien 3.6 is an example of an obligatory separation of files. A file which 
wants to have a.ccess to another file must include this file. Files can be 
included by using the "#'' symbol in the top of a file foliowed by the path
name of the file to be included. The program of example 3.25 could then be 
restated by 

tstring/type 
tstring/operations 

EA_proc8(vord_3)[ < : char4 : 

J 

vord3 := 11 0ptimali 11 char4 11e 11
; 

char4 := 11Z 11 ! 11 S 11 > 
(3.34) 

provided that the files type and operations exist in the directory string 
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conta.ining the specificatien of the string type and the implementation of the 
needed functions and relations. 

3.6 Specification Files 

During the development of 42 we restricted ourselves to strings as the only 
possible input. The argumenta.tion behind this idea was the fact that strings 
can be considered as the typeless representation of any data structure. The 
notation of the input would be manipulated, not the input itself. This 
approach would lead to a concise langua.ge definition which could be easily 
implemented. In the implernenting phase however, the inverse function of 
concatenation of strings turned out to he a kind of matching procedure. 
The corresponding matching algorithm which was meant to match match 
variables in strings showed to he the bottleneck of cornplexity. Speeding 
up matching could ob\·iously be done by demanding a structured input. As 
aresult the possibility of declaring variables referring to such structures is 
needed. And so the specificatien file came into being. 
In a specificatien file the following concepts can be declared: 

• variables 

• the syntactic structure of t.erms 

• the semantics of terms 

• the syntactic structure of user-defined operations 

• the sernantics of user-dt>fined operations 

The synta.ctical structure of terms and its conesponding semantics a.re de
clared in 4:2 by means of a.n attribute grammar. The specificatien of this 
deelaratien resembles as much as possible the LEX/YACC formalism [Aho, 
Sethi & Ullman86). The syntax and semantics of terros can be found in the 
XGRAMMAR part, the syntax and sema.ntics of the user-defined operations in 
the XCONTROL part. Variables, finaUy, can be declared in the Y.VAR part: 
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lincluded file 

XVAR 
list of variables nonterminal 

X GRAMMAR 
nonterminal : : = re gul ar expression [ reduction ] 

Y.CONTROL 
language expression : := rdation body 

{3.35) 

First of all we will consider the specification of the datatypes and the dec
laration of the variables in subsection 3.6.1. After that, we will discuss the 
evaluation of declared functions in 3.6.2. Ju subsection 3.6.3 finally, the 
possibilities with respect to user defined program control will he explained. 

3.6.1 Datatypes 

A lot of programmiug languages d<>fin<> a small set of atomie types and some 
constructs to build compound types out of these (e.g. ARRAY, RECORD, 
etc.). Instea.d of defining types in termsof pre-defined structures, 4.2 leaves 
the definition of types to the user. In doing so we meet the goal to provide 
in any structure the user wants. This user-defined type system is achieved 
by specifying the structure of each used va.ria.ble with the aid of a context 
free grammar. The type of a varia.ble then corresponds with a nonterminal 
at the left-band-side of a production rule. Lets consider for example the 
following simple specification fil<>. 

Y.VAR 
expr•,expression• Expr 

Y.GRAMMAR 
Expr 
Term 
Factor 

::= Expr 11+11 Term I Term 
: := Term 11*11 Factor I Factor 
: : = DEF I .. (u Expr 11

) 
11 {3.36) 
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The variabie declara.tion part is rather simple. At the left hand side of 
the semicolon symbol are the variables to be declared. Variables of the 
same type can be declared a.t the same line using the comma symbol as sep
arator. lt is possible to deelare au i11finite amount of variables of the sa.me 
type at once: an ending star symbol indicates this. So expr* in the above 
example meaus tha.t all variables expr1, expr2, ... which are used in the 
corresponding souree files are of type Expr. 
In the grammar part, a context free grammar added with a possibility to 
express various alternatives within one production rule is specified. The 
only restrietion upon the grammar is tbat it must be una.mbiguous. As the 
actual synta.x of the grammar is obvious, just a few remarks about it are 
necessary. 
The only terminals in the grammar are strings (surrounded by double quotes) 
and the special terminals DEF ( unspecified string) a.nd EPS ( empty string). 
Other basic types such as int.egers and identifiers have to be build by the 
user. Sta.ndard libraries containing frequently used types will be available 
in the future. The string is used as the basic type because you can consider 
it as structureless. Integers for instanee could be declared as follows: 

Y.GRAMMAR 
Integer : := Digit I Digit Integer 
Digit : := "1" I "2" I "3" I "4" "5" 

"6" I "7" I "8" I "9" "0" (3.37) 

Another important feature of the grammar wbich is not trivialis the pos
sibility of labeling. lt. is possible to name the various arcs of the parse 
tree genera.ted by the grammar. This gives you the opportunity to refer 
to certa.in aspects of a struct.ure without specifying the whole. The next 
specifica.tion file will illustrat<' its working. It will be assumed that standard 
types such as integers and words are known by including a. sta.ndard library. 

Y.VAR 
person• 
name• 
street• 
city• 
telno• 

X GRAMMAR 
Pers on 

Pers on 
Name 
Street 
City 
Phonenumber 

::= "name"/Personname "street"/Streetname 
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"city"/Cityname "tel"/Phonenumber 
Persenname ::=Word 
Streetname 
City 
Phonenumber 

··=Word Integer 
· ·= Word 
.. -Integer 11

-
11 Integer (3.38) 

This specification could he used to write a procedure update_address which 
updates your address hook if a friend is going to move (and in the reverse 
way, if he is planning to go ba.ck to the place he lived befare ). 

update_address(person,streetl,street2, 
cityl,city2,telnol,telno2)[ 

] 

< person.street 
person.city 
person.tel 

.- streetl 
:= cityl 
:= telnol 

street2; 
city2; 
telno2; > 

(3.39) 

The labels could he implemented with pointers which have quick access 
to their values. They correspond to records in traditional prograrnrning 
languages. Besides being terminals, labels could also he variables. This is 
necessary to handle the case of simulating arrays. Srnall arrays of strings 
could he dealt wîth by 

Y.VAR 
A : Array 

Y,GRAMMAR 
Array : := "1"/DEF "2"/DEF "3"/DEF (3.40) 

However arrays with more than hundred elE:'ments are nat ea.sily to specify 
in this rna.nner. ThE:' problem is solved by pE:'rrnitting the following construc
tion: 

Y,VAR 
A : Array 

X GRAMMAR 
Array ::= {i/DEF}(O:i:lOO) (3.41) 

If we want to talk about thE:' 42th element of this array for instanee we 
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can get it by denoting A .42. Variables which act as labels start with lower
case letters to discriminate them from non-terminals. For non-terminals 
start always with upper-case letters. 
Another feature of the grammar language is its ability to control the amount 
of calls of a production rule in defining a variable. An integer list in which 
the elements are separated by a space eau he declared in the following re
cursive way, 

XVAR 
mu• : List 

X GRAMMAR 
List · · = 11 

[
11 Elements 11

] 
11 

Elements ··=Integer Elements I EPS (3.42) 

where Integer is assumed to b<> declared as in example 3.3ï. lt is how
ever impossible to deelare a list containing only zero or one element with 
the aid of this particular grammar. Writing a separate grammar for each 
little deviation is not very attractive. That's wl1y the number of rule calls 
eau he controlled in the %VAR part: 

%VAR 
~ig•($2: 1-2), mu• List 

Y.GRAMMAR 
List · · = 11 

[" Elements "] 11 

Elements .. -Integer Elements I EPS {3.43) 

The suffix "$2: 1-2" of variabie sig• is called a restrietion and it means 
that the production rule of the st:cond argument is only once or twice applied. 
This is the same as saying that the variables sigl, sig2, etc. all denote lists 
with length zero or one, si nee one application of the rule "Integer Elements 
I EPS" results in EPS which denotes the <:'mpty _list. Two applications of the 
production rule results into Integer EPS which means that a list with one 
integer is accepted. Non-terminals without a specified amount of production 
rule calls are assumed to take the maximum range. In the normal course 
of events this comes down to one call. in recursive rules we allow all finite 
calls. The declaration of list mu in example 3.41 could also he written as 
"mu• ($2: 1-•)". 
Because a suffix may contain more tha.n one restriction, it is possible to 
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impose more than one restrietion u pon non-terminals. Such a list of restric
tions is separated by commas. 1t is also possible toenforce restrictions upon 
non-terminals at an arbitrary lower level. The restrietion $2$2: 1-3 of the 
following example for instanee refers to the number of permitted calls of the 
production rule of Integer. The declaration of the variables sig1, sig2, 
etc. concernslistsof integers which contain at most one element of at most 
three digits, i.e. an integer less than 1000. 

XVAR 
sig•($2: 1-2,$2$2: 1-3), mu• : List 

X GRAMMAR 
List · · = "[" Elements "]" 
Elements ::=Integer Elements I EPS (3.44) 

3.6.2 Reductions 

Until now we have only considered the synta.ctical power of the specification 
file. Variables are declared in tht> variabie part of the specification file, con
stants are implicitly declared by specifying the syntax of its corresponding 
datatype in terms of strings. Functions are declared syntactically by treat
ing thèm like constants in production rules (in example 3.36 addition and 
multiplica.tion are declarecl in this way). However, functions needalsoa se
mantica! counterpart: they haYe to be eYaluated. That's why the possibility 
of specifying a reduction in ad dition toa production ruleis introduced. A 
reduction could be an ordinary relation body or a piece of code of the target 
language. The production rule 

Expr : := Expr "+" Term [ { < : v,v 
$2 := V 

$3 := V 

( : V : 

$2 := V 

$3 .- 0 

succ(v); 
pred(v); >} . 

$1 := v; > 
] (3.45) 

shows how the infix operator "+" could be defined. The help functions 
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"succ" (successor function) and "pred" (predecessor function) are supposed 
to he declared somewhere else. Every non-terminal of the grammar contains 
an attribute, viz. its value. The values of the non-terminals in a production 
rule are denoted by a labeled dollar sign in the reduction part. This is a 
LEX/YACC notation which binels the value attribute of the nth terminal 
to $n. Bluntly repeating tlle nonterminals of the production rule in the re
duction part causes troubles in case of recursion. The interpretation of this 
reduction is left to the compiler. lt is not interpreted in the same way as 
ordinary relation boclies are evaluated. lf we take the reduction above as an 
ordinary relation body it will compute the addition operator and its inverse. 
At the left hand side $2 and $3 are defined and $1= .L holds, whereas at 
the right hand side $2 and $3 are undefined and $1 bas a value. Reduc
ing a postterm then correspond to evaluation form left to right, reducing a 
preterm corresponds to evaluation from right to left. Defining the addition 
operator in terms of string manipulat i ons is very inefficient, so the better 
you specify the a.ddition operator as follows. 

Expr ::= Expr "+"Term [POST $1 = $2 + $3; 
PRE Match_IAdd($1,$2,$3); 
] (3.46) 

The reduction part of the production rule is now substituted by a piece 
of code of the target language (in casu C ). Generally, there are two partsin 
a code:.oriented reduction. because the programming la.nguage to which this 
code belongs is not reversible by itself. One part describes the reduction 
of a postterm, tlle other part d<>scribes the reduction of a. preterm. In the 
example above the function "Match_IAdd" is used to determine $2 a.nd $3 
in case of left to right evaluation. 
In doing so we are a bie to treat every production rule as a kind of function 
having an internal specification nam<> (i.e. the precedh1g non-terminal), an 
external syntax (i.e. the regtdar expression) and a semantica! part (i.e. the 
reduction). Non-terminals of produetion rules are arguments, terminals con
stitute the external appeara.nce of the function. Many production rules only 
specify a structure without reducing a.nything. These rules can he viewed as 
functions which are returned to themselves in this setting. In other words 
they are functions that do not reduce. Toease the programmer, the reduc
tion part may he omitted if the production ruleis not meant to reduce. Most 
of the examples above take advantage of this facility. If functions cannot he 
reduced anymore, we say that they are in fundion normal form. 
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3.6.3 Control 

The set of basic operators as they are defined in 42, needs not to correspond 
with the expectations of the user. That's why ~ gives the user tbe oppor
tunity to create bis own program controL New command statements are 
declared in the Y.CONTROL part of the specification file. lt is important to 
realize that the expressiveness of the underlying control mechanism needs to 
he decidable. To keep users at the right side of the decidability boundary, 
they are only allowed to weaken the pre-defined system. By consiclering the 
declarations of the control part as a kind of macro substitution no stronger 
system than the original one can he defined. 
In general two kinds of moth·ations can he put forward in deciding to change 
the control mechanism. First of all one may want to abbreviate complex 
relations which occur frequently. This kind of expansion leaves the expres
siveness of the control mechanism unchanged. lf you often need only the 
last generated state of a repetition we could define an operator denoted by 
" : {R}:" as follows 

Y.CONTROL 

: { Rl } : : : = { Rl } . ( -Rl)? (3.47) 

This operator can nO\\' he used in the souree file. The adva.ntage of this 
kind of definition is the prevention of using redundant code and so increas
ing thë perspicuity of programs. 
Another reasou for using the control part of the specification file is to de
fine an own control system. The definition of the while loop in defining for 
example a reversible PASCAL environment is 

Y.CONTROL 

WHILE Rl DO R2 ::= {Rl? . R2}. (-Rl)? {3.48) 

Users need to be aware of keeping their programs as syntactically reversible 
as possible. To use au own defined control syst~m, the set of basic operators 
needs to he bidden for the souree file. This can he managed by including 
the standard library with the basic operators into the specification file (in 
which the user-defined operators are) a.nd including further the specification 
file into the souree file. The souree file has now only access to the pre
defined control operators. Several weakenings of the system of Pratt have 
been proposed in (Hare18-t]. 
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3. 7 The Environment 

In chapter 3 we saw that a 4) program is arelation between input states and 
output states. As a conseq;ence, labeled relations could serve as programs 
in~- To distinguish programs from normal relations, programs are relations 
which are labeled with "main". An example of a factorial program is given 
below. From left to right it genera.tes the factorial fac of num. In the other 
direction num is computed provided that fac is given. 

main(num,fac)[ < fac := ! 1 > . 
{ < : i,v 

fac := V V * (i + 1); 
num := i + 1 i; 

} 

<num := 0 ! > ] (3.49) 

lf you have written a program. it ueeds to be compiled into two files. One 
file contains the code of the left to right interpreta.tion of the program, one 
file conta.ins the right to left interpret.ation. These two executables can he 
created by using the shell rommand 

Y. ftc P1·ogram .r..' amt (3.50) 

The p.ercent symbol denotes the prompt which can differ from system to 
system. The command "ftc" is short for "fortytwo compiler" and can he 
reached by setting a path in your . cshrc file to the tight directory. The 
generated files ha.ve the same na.me as the program compiled, one of them 
gets the extension ".1" (left to right interpreta.tion) and one of them gets 
the extension ".r" (right to left interpretation). In the default case the gen
erated code will he C code. Fla.gs following the execute command indicate 
to which programming language the code should he generated. The c-flag 
as well as the p-fla.g are permitted: the c-flag corresponds to the C pro
gramming language. the p-flag to PASCAL. The genera.ted code will then 
a.utomatically he compiled to executable code using the cc-compiler or the 
pp-compiler. To execute the reverse of a program 1r for insta.nce, you have 
to type 

Y. 7r .r (3.51) 
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1f the ma.in label of t.he program in casu cont.ains argument.s, these argu
ments needs to get a value. This can be clone by typing the program exe
cution command foliowed by these argument values. The program 11' would 
become in case of a.n argument list with n arguments 

(3.52) 

where argi could he a constant as well as a variable. lf argi is a vari
abie it have to be instantiated during execution. The factorial program can 
be used to compute for example the factorial of 6 by typing 

Y. factorial.l 6 x (3.53) 

The answer will be 

Y. x = 720 (3.54) 

and after typing a. second carriage return you get 

Y. no more ansvers (3.55) 

which means there is noother instantiation of x. The reverse factorial of 24 
for instanee can be called b~· t~·pi n~ 

Y. factorial.r x 24 (3.56) 

it returns, ju st as we expected. 

Y. x = 4 (3.57) 



Chapter 4 

Language Definition 

After discussing the concepts of 42 infonnally in the last chapter, it's time 
to fix things formally. In this chapter \\'e will represent the 4:z syntax 
by means of syntax diagrams. Tl1ese are generated with the aid of the 
ELEGANT Diagrams Generator [Aug91]. In section 4.1 we will present the 
forma! syntax of a souree file, in 4.2 the specification file comes in for its 
turn. 

4.1 Souree File 

The syntax diagrams at the next few pagt>s contain the following primitives: 

• ldentifier: a letter foliowed by a sequence of letters, digits, underscores 
and slashes 

• UserDefined: defined by the user in the specification file 
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Souree File: 

StateVarlist RelationBody 

Filelnclusion 

Filelnclusion: 

~ 

Path: 

--1 ldentifier l+ 

LabeledRelation: 

--1 ReistionName H StateVarlist H RelationBody r-
RelationName: 

-i ldentifier r-
StateVarlist 

ldentifier 

RelationBody: 

ldentifier 

RelationDeclaration 

RelationDeclaration: 

labeledRelation 

HelpVarlist 

Jdentifier 

fdentifier 

HelpVarlist ComplexReistion 
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ComplexRelation: 

ComplexRelation 

ComplexRelation 

ComplexRelation 

RelationCall 

AtomicRelation 

BooleanRelation: 

BooleanRelation 

ComplexRelation 

RelationCall: 

-1 RelationName H StateVarList r. 

AtomicRelation: 

-@ r.---:t r:,..........--___,~ ·0-"1 MatchVarList t-" 'i Transfarmer r' 

MatchVarUst: 

ldentifier 

ldentifier 
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Transformer: 

Transfarmer Transformer 

BooleanTransformer 

StateVarUst RelationBody 
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BooleanTransformer: 

l{riJ •® L@J •I Expression f-. 
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[ ~ Tenn ~ ~~ ~ Tenn ~ r 
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TransfonnerTerm: 

-i ldentifier I L@J •G L@J •I Expression f--
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4.2 Specification File 

The synta.x diagrams at the next few pages contain the following undefined 
non-terminals: 

• Identifier: a letter followed by a sequence of letters, digits, underscores 
and slashes 

• LowerCase: an identifier starting with a lower-case letter 

• UpperCase: an identifier starting with an upper-case letter 

• Integer: a sequence of digits 

• String: a sequenre of arbitrary characters enclosed by double quotes 

• ComplexRelation: defined in the farmer section 



SpecificationFile: 

File I nclusion VariabiePart GrammarPart ControlPart 

Filelnclusion: 

FileName: 

-..! ldentifier t+ 

VariablePart: 

-0-i VAR I t:~--~--~. 
'i VariableDeclaration r' 

VariableDeclaration: 

-1 Variabie t: ;;::) •(}ol NonTerminal f--
'i Variabie r-V"' 

Variable: 

-1 VariableText I L0J • 

VariableText: 

LowerCase 

UpperCase 

lowerBound: 

UpperBound: 

r ~<::> 
l.f Integer 
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NonTerminal: 

., UpperCase r. 
GrammarPart: 

-0-i GRAMMAR Y GrammarDeclaration ~ ' 

GrammarDeclaration: 

NonTerminal Restriotiens GrammarExpr 

GrammarExpr: 

GrammarExpr GrammarExpr 

AtomieExpression 

Restrictions: 

-.f Restrietion Ir: ;;::]' 'i Restrietion t-v-' 

Restriction: 

--L{iH Integer toLo-,rtLÖ1owMeerrBBOiou:irniddil--,---------r+• 
~-U-p-pe-r"""'Bo_u_n_d_rJ 

Boundaries: 

LowerBound Lewerease UpperBound 
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AtomicE:xpression: 

·Non Terminal 

Terminal 

Labeling 

LowerCase Labeling 

Tenninal: 

Labefing: 

GrammarExpr 

Reduction: 

ComplexRelation 

ControiPart: 

--0--1 CONTROL I t: 01 • 
"-j ControiDeclaration ,...., 

Contro1Declaration: 

ControiExpression 
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ControiExpression: 

ControiExpression 

Control Expression 

VariableText 

BooleanExpression: 

BooleanExpression 

ControiExpression 
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Chapter 5 

Semantics of 4Q 

After defining the syntax of 42 in the previous chapter, now thesemantics 
of 42 has its turn. The semantics will only be defined for the parts of the 
langua.ge which farm the care of 42. Aspects which arealso common in other 
progra.mming languages go without saying. Standard hooks in which the 
formal semantics of these concepts can be found are [Stoy77], [Gordon79], 
[Schmidt86] and [Watt91]. First of all. the semantica! definitions are given 
in section 5.1. Section 5.2 deals with the link between the abstract definition 
of the language 4J and it.s act u a] representation as a programming language. 
After that, the decidability of the theoretica) definition of 42 will be proved 
in sectîon 5.3. 

5.1 Forma! Definitions 

The interpretation function ''[ ]" describes the result of the evalua.tion 
of a partienlar expression. To keep the semantics as simple as possible the 
normal and inverse interpretatiou function are separa.tely given. The nor
mal interpretation function is denoted by L[R]E where Ris some relation. 
An environment E is needed to be able to attach the right relation body 
to the relation name in a rela.tion call. It consistsof a set containing pairs of 
relation narnes and relation bodies. Since the environment is only neerled in 
the semantica! definition of a relation eaU, it is omitted in other cases. The 
inverse interpretation function is denoted by R[R]E. Another advantage 
of separating the interpret.a.tion in two functions is that tbey are closer to 
the àctual implementa.tion. As a consequence of this approach however it 
has to be proved in addition that the normal and inverse interpretation are 
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the inverse of each other, i.e. 

Vs, s' : s E L[R](s') {:? s' E R[R]( s) (5.1) 

A relational definitiou of the semantics can be found in (Rous & Jansen, 
forth.]. The sectious below coutain the semantics of the relations in 4.2· 
Programs in consideratiou are assumed to be synta.ctically correct. Seman
tica! error handliug is omitted to simplify the definitions. The undefined l. 
is looked upon as an ordinary constant. 

5.1.1 Atomie Relations 

In this sectiou the semantics of a.tomic relations will be defined. An atomie 
relation is called atomie bt>cause its meaning can not be composed of the 
meanings of its parts, i.e. til(' tra11sfoi·nH•rs. Hence, it is impossible to define 
the semantics of an atomie relation in t('rms of other langua.ge constructs. 
This lack of compositionality brings about a complex semantic definition. 
Toease the discussion a bit. a lemma wiJl be proved which says that every 
atomie rela.tion which contains a disjuuction equals a union of disjunct free 
atomie relations. A disjunction frt><.> atomie relation is sa.id to be in atomie 
normal form. So, only thesemantics of au atomie relation in atomie normal 
form needs to he defined. 
First of all, the definition of the disjunction will be giveu, after which it is 
proved that the aforement ioned l<'m ma hol ds. We end this sec ti on with the 
semantics of the remaining atomie rt>latiou. During the proofs it is assumed 
that both disjunction aud coujn11rtion are commutative and associative. 
Furthermore, conjunctio11 distributl•s over disjunction. 

1. disjunction 

Definition: 

• L[Tt,T2] = L[< Tt >I< T2 >] 

• R[Tt.T2] = R[< Tt >I< T2 >] 

Reversibility Proof: 
analogous to the reversibility proof of a union of complex relations 

2. atomie relation with conjunctions 

Lemma: 
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if R1 is an atomie relation containing a disjunction then there exists 
a disjunction free complex relation R2 whieh is equivalent to R1, i.e. 
every atomie relation ca:n be put in atomie normal form. 
fu2f (with induction tothelevel at which the disjunction appears): 
Basic Step (Level 1 ): if R1 equals < Tb T2 > in which T1 and T2 are 
transformers, then choose R2 =< T1 > I < T2 >. The equiva.lence 
between R1 and R2 follows immediately from the definition of disjunc
tion and union (the semautics of the Uluon operator will be discussed 
in the next sec ti on). 
lnduction Step (Level n + 1 ): suppose there appears to be a disjunc
tion at level n + 1. At level 11 there could be 
(a) a disjunction, i.e. (T1.T2 ),T3 • Because of the associativeness of 
disjunctions, this equals T1 • ( T2. T3 ). From the induction hypothesis it 
follows then that there exists a disjunction free complex relation which 
is equivalent with Tt.(T2.Ta). 
(b) a conjunction. i.e. (T1.T2 ):T3 . Because of the distribution of 
disjunction owr conjunctiou. this equals ( T1; T3), (n; T3). From the 
induction hypothesis it follows theu that there exists a disjunction free 
complex relation which is eqnival0nt with (T1; T3), (T2; T3) 

Remark (continued ): 
Suppose R is an atomie relation which is in atomie normal form: 

-< : 1t' ... '1m 

XI 

:= ;lïtft,._, 

:= 1teftl 

;t• right,._, ; 

1right1 

1 . h > Tl9 tm-J 

where Xt, ••• , a:n are state variables (note that not every state variabie 
needs to appear in a transfarmer ), J.ïtjt1 , ••• , Xrightn-i' tleft1 , ••• , trightm-i 

are terms and tl, ... ,f711 are match variables whicb occur in at least 
one ofthe terms J.'ifft 1 ..... 1right"._J. 

Definition: 
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• L[R] = -\s.{s' I 3t, t': (s', t') E TRANSL(s, t) At E MATCHL(s)} 

• R[R] = ,\s.{s' l3t,t': (s',t') E TRANSR(s,t) At E MATCHR(s)} 

Definition (MATCH): 

• MATCHL = Às.{(tl........, CJ, ... ,tm ...... Cm) I 
1\k:; s(xk) = [s(a·I)/:t't. ... , s(xn)fxn, ctftt. .•• ,em/tm] Xleft~c A 

1\l:~j Ck = [s(:t·I)/xJ, ..• ,s(xn)fxn,ctfti.···•cmftm] tleft~c} 
• MATCHR = Às.{(tl .......,. Ct. ••• , tm ...... Cm) I 

Ai::~ s(xk) = [s(xt)fxt. .•• ,s(xn)/xn,Ct/it. .•• ,cmftm] Xright~c A 

1\";:~j Ck = [s(XJ )/:ri.···•s(xn)fxn,Ct/ft,···•cmftm] tright~c} 

Definition (TRANS): 

• TRANSL = 
ÀStÀ8:2.{((.1't........, l'J ...... l'n........, l'n),(tl........, Ct. .. • ,tm t-+ Cm)) I 
Ak:;; t'J.- = [ t•J/ l'J· · .. • l'n/.1'n • ctftt. · .. , Cm/1 m] Xright~c A 

Ak=n-i+t l'J.- = ~t(:rl.-) A 

A~~j CJ.- = [ t'J /.rJ ....• 1'" j.l'n, Ct /ft ... ·, Cm/1 m] trightk A 
A'//=m-j+l CJ.· = ~2(11.-)} 

• TRANSR = 
ÀStÀS2.{((.1']........, t'J, ..... 1'n........, t'n).(ft......,. CJ, ... ,tm...:,. Cm)} I 
Ak:;; 1'k = [t·J/.rJ .... ,l',.j.l·n,cJ/tJ, ... ,cm/tm] X/eft~c A 
Ak=n-i+l t'J.- = st(:rk) A 

A7::/ Ck = [ z•t/ .:l'J ..... l'n/·l'n. cJ/tJ .... , Cm/tm] fJeftk A 
AÏ::m-j+l CJ.- = ·~2(tk)} 

Reversibility Proof: 
sE L[R](s') <=> 3t,t': (8.t') E TRANSL{s',t) A tE MATCHL(s') <:::} 

3t':(s,t')ETHANSL{s',t) A t=(tt.....,.cl> ... ,tm ...... cm) A 
Ai::~ s'(xk) = [s'(:rl )/.l~I· ... ,t<1

(J'n )/a·n.ctftt. ... ,cmftm] Xleft~c A 

N::~j Ck = [8'( .1'] )/ l'], ... --"'(:l'n )/.1'n. ctftl, ... 'Cm/tm] tleftk <:::} 

s = (Xt ......... t•t .... ,Xn ......... t•nl A t' =Ut t- c~, ... ,tm- c~) A 

Ai::; Vk = [t•tfxl .... , t'n/ .l'n· c~ /ft .... , c',.,Jtm] Xright~c A 
1\''k=n-i+l Vk = s'(:t'k) A 

Ar;;;/ cl, = [ t•J/ l't. ... , 'Vn I :t'n, ('~/ti' ... , c:n ftm] trightk A 

AÏ::m-j+l cJ.. = t(tk) A 
t = (ti t-o Ct. ••. , tm ........, Cm) A 

Ak:;~ s'(xk) = [s'(a·I)/:rt, ... ,8'(.1'n)/:rn,ctftt.···•cm/tm] Xleft~c A 
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1\k;/ Ck = (s'(xt)/xl·· .... ~'(:t·u)/:t'n,ctftt,···•cmftm] tleft~; Ç:> 

s' =(XI- v~, ... ,Xnt-. t·~) At= (t} ...... CJ, ... ,tm ...... Cm) A 
Ai::; Vk = (vifxt. ... , V~/:t'n• ctftt. ... ,cmftm]Xiejt" A 

1\J.=n-i+l Vk = s(xk) A 
fum;/ck = [vifxt, ... ,t,~/Xn,ctftt. ... ,cmftm]tleft~; A 
fvc~m-j+l Ck = t'(tk) A 
t' = (t1.....,. c~, ... ,tm.....,. c~)) A 
1\k:~ s(xk) = [s(xt)/xt, ... , s(xn)fxn,c~/ti. ... ,c~ftm]Xright,. A 

fum;./ ck = [s(.t·I)/xJ, ... ,s(xn )fxn,c~ftt. ... ,c~ftm]tright,. ~ 
3t: (s',t) E TRANSR(s,t') A t' = (tl t- c~, ... ,tm.....,. c~)) A 

1\k:; s(xk) = [s{J't )/.l'J, ... ,s(.t·11 )j:~.·n,c~ftt. ... ,c~ftm]Xright,. A 

A'!:;/ ck = [.~( .1·1 )j.1·1 ..... s( .1'u )j.l',l, c~ /t1 .... , c~ftm]trightk Ç:> 

3t,t': (s,t') E TRA!\SR(.o;'.l) A tE MATCHR(s') ~ 
s' E L(R]{s) 

Remarks: 

55 

The function MATCH instautiates all match variables, the function 
TRANS perfarms the actual transforrnation. Note that parts of the 
definitions of these functions are defined in terros of other parts. From 
an implementational point of \'iew this comes down to lazy evaluation. 
The occUlTenee of bool<>an transfarmers and nested rela.tion boclies in 
atomie relations is not tahn into account for perspicuity reasans and 
slwrtage of timP. 

5.1.2 Complex Relations 

1. Parentheses 

Definition: 

• L[(R)] = L[R] 
• R[(R)] = R[R] 

Reversibility Proof: 
sE L[{R)](,•l) ç,> sE L[R](.!<') ç,> {lnduction Hypothesis) 
s' E R[R]{s) Ç:> s' E R[{ll}]{s) 

2. Union 

Definition: 
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• L[R1 I R2] = ..\s.(L[RI](.s) U L[R2](s)) 

• R[R1 I R2] = ..\s.(R[R2](s) U R[RI](s)) 

Reversibility Proof: 
8 E L[R1 I R2)(s') Ç> sE (L[R1](s') U L[R2](s')) Ç> 

8 E L[R1](s') V sE L[R2](s') Ç> (Induction Hypothesis) 
s' E R(R1](s) V s' E R[R2)(s) Ç> s' E (R(R1)(s) U R(R2)(s)) Ç> 

8
1 E R[R1 I R2](s) 

3. Intersection 

Definition: 

• L[R1&R:z] = ..\s.(L(RI](.«) n L(R2](.~)) 
• R[R1&R:z] = ..\s.(R(R2](-") n R[R1)(s)) 

Reversibility Proof: 
analogous to the proof of disjunction in atomie relations 

4. Sequence 

Definition: 

• L[R1.R2] = ..\s.{x I 3$": x E L[R2](s") A s" E L[RI](s)} 

- • R[R1.R2] = ;\s.{:r 13·"": l' E R[RI](s") A s" E R(R2)(s)} 

Reversibility Proof: 
sE L[Rl.R2](s') Ç> sE {x 13s": :rE L[R2](s") A 
s" E L[RI](s')} <=? 3s": sE L[R2](s") 1\ s" E L(R1)(s') Ç> 

(Induction Hypothesis) 38": ·"" E R[R2](s) 1\ s' E R[RI](s") 
Ç> s' E {x 13s": .1· E R(R 1](s") 1\ s" E R[R2)(s)} Ç> 

s' E R[R 1.R2](s) 

5. Repetition 

Definition: 

• L[{R}] = ;\s.{;t·l x E L[R]i(s) A 3n: 0 $i< n A 
Vm < n: L(Rr(s) :/; 0 1\ L[R)n(s) = 0} 

• R({R}] = ..\s.{x I x E R[R]i(s) A 3n': 0 $i< n' A 
Vm < n': R(R] 111 (s) :/; 0 1\ R[R]"'(s) = 0} 
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Definition [R]i: 

• (R]0 =..\s.{s} 

• (R]i+l = ..\s.{x 13s': .1· E (R](s') A s' E [R]i{s)} 

Reversibility Proof (assuming R terminates in both directions): 
sE L[{R}](s') $>sE L[R]i(,•-.') A 3n: 0 ~i< n A Vm < n: 
L[R]m(s') :f. 0 A L(R]n(s') = 0 $>(Lemma 1 and Termination) 
s' E R[R]i{s) A 3n': 0 ~i< n' A Vm < n': 
R[R]m(s) :f. 0 A R[R]n'(s) = 0 $> s' E R[{R}](s) 

Lemma 1: 
sE L[R]i(s') $> s' E L[R]iU•) 
Proof (with indurtion to i): 
Basic step: sE L[R]u(81

) ç,:> .~ E {.~'} ç,:> s = s' $> s' E {s} $> 
s' E R[R]0 (,.,); 

lnduction Step: sE L[R]i+1(s') ç,:> 3t: ,r; E L[R](t) A 
tE L[R]i(s') ç,:> (lndurtion Hypothesis) 3t: tE R[R](s) A 

s' E R[R]i(t) $>(Lemma '2) 3t': ·"' E R[R](t') A 
t' E R[R]i(.r;) $> s' E R[R]i+ 1(s) 

Lemma 2: 
3t: tE R[R](8) A,.,' E R[R] 1(t) $:> 3t': s' E R[R](t') A 
t' E R[R]i(s) 
fuQf (with induction to i): 
Basic Step: 3t: tE R[R](.~) A,.,' E R[R]0(t) $> 
s' E R[R](s) $> 3t': s' E R[U](t') A t' E R[R]0(s); 
lnduction Step: 3t: tE R[R](s) A s' E R[R]i+1(t) $> 
3t,t': tE R[R](s) A s' E R[R](t') A t' E R[R]i(t) $> 
(lnduction Hypothesis) 3t,t': t' E R[R](t) A tE R[R]i(s) A 
s' E R[R]{t') $> 3t': ,r;' E R[R](t') A t' E R[R]i+ 1(s) 

6. Relation Call 

Definition: 

• L[R(.:t·J .... ,.t'n )]E = L[R']E, where R"" R' E E 

• R[R(xt.···•.l'n)]E = R[R']E,where R"" R' E E 
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Reversibility Proof (assuming R has been declared: i.e. R"' R' E E): 
sE L[R(xi. ... ,xn)]E(s') <=>sE L[R']E(s') <=> (lnduction Hypothesis) 
s' E R[R']E(s) <=>sE R[R(.1'J.···•xn)]E 

7. Boolean Relation 

Definition: 

• L(R?] = >.s.{x I x= s 1\ L[R](s) :# 0} 

• R[R?] = >.s.{x I x= s 1\ L[R](s) :# 0} 

Reversibility Proof: 
sE L[R](s') <=> s = .~' 1\ L[R](8') :# 0 <=> s' = s 1\ 

L[R](s) 

5.2 The Abstract Definition of 42 

One of the main issues which haw to be settled down when designinga re
versible programming language is deriding how an atomie relation willlook 
like. In section 2.2 the abstract framework in which the atomie relation is 
defined was stated. It appeared to come down t.o defining a class of permit
ted formulas which needs to be decidable. What formulas are adopted by 
4.2 is the subject of this section. 
Generally, an atomie relation plus tltP declaration of its state variables looks 
like 

(xl, ... ,xn) [ <: t'h····l'k: 

AT0!\1 1 SEPARATOH 

where SEPARATOR is a semicolon or a comma. An atom ATOMi spee
ifles a transition of a variabie .1ï from iltJt, to trighti or vice versa. To get 
a clear insight in what is happening. there is made a distinction between 
the value of Xi a.t the left hand of the transition (XIeft,) and the right hand 
of the transition (xright, ). The conditions under which the transition from 
tlefti to trighti , .... m occur, are specified by the two propositional formulas 
COND(xleftp t", ... ,tP+P') and CO!\D(xright,, t9, .•. ,tq+q' ). Atom ATOM; 
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then, looks like 

Zi := tlejt; tright; ; 

?= COND(xleft;• tp, .••• tP+P') COND(xright;, tq, ••• , tq+q') 

With the assistance of the semantics defined in the previous section it can 
be shown that an atomie rela.tion of 42 equals the following predicate logica! 
formula (this formula act as </>in equation 2.4): 

</>(Xleftl' • • • 'Xleftn • Xright1 '• • • 'Xrightn) E 

3vb ... , vk{ATO~l1 •.!• ••• •!l AT011n) 

where "0" is a logica} conjunction or a logica! disjunction depending on 
the fact whether SEPARATOU denotes a conjunction or a disjunction and 
where ATOMi is defined as fellows 

ATOMi E (l'ifJt, = thft, A COND(a'ltft,, tp, ..• , tP+P') A 

Xright, = 1riyht, A CON'D( .Tright,, fq, • .. , tq+q')) 

The symbols tleft,,fright,.1p ..... 1p+p..t9 , ... ,19+q' which appear in ATOMi 
are terms. A term ti, on its turn. could be defined as 

• ti is a constant 

• ti is a (match)variable. i.e. t; E {r1, .... t•k} 

• ti is a function which takes t.erms as al'guments 

In the following sectien it will be proved that this class of formulas is decid
able. 

5.3 Decidability 

In this sectien it will be shown that it is decidabie whether a particular 
pair of states is an element of the program re~ation Rtr. The argumenta
tion can be divided into two pa1ts, proving decidability of complex relations 
and proving decida.bility of atomie rela.tions. Since the operations which 
constitute complex relations are also used in other sequentia! programming 
languages, the atomie relation suits best for demonstration. 
It su:ffices to prove tha.t it is possible to determine for each instantiation 
of the (state}variables Xieftp ... ,Xlfftn•Xrightp .. .,Xrightn whether </> holds. 
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Actually, the existential quantifiratiou of match variables in 4> is the only 
obstacle which needs to he negotiated, for proving 4> is decidabie means it 
has to be shown that it is decidabie wl1ether there exists an instantiation 
of Vt, ••• , Vk such that 4> holds. However, we are going to prove a stronger 
claim: for every possible instantiation of state variables it is possible to de
termine what possible instantiations of match variables there exist which 
makes ATOM1 0 ... 0 ATO!vln true. 
The proof which is produced informally, exists of repeatedly filtering out 
decidabie components of the formula <fJ. In this way every step of the proof 
is rather simple. Suppose the variables 3.'icft1 , ••• , Xieftn, Xright 1 , ••• , Xrightn 

are instantiated, i.e. 

4>= 3vJ, ... ,Vk: [cltft 1 /:tïtjt 1 ····•Citftn/:tlcft", 

C,·ight 1 j.l',·ightl • • • • • Crightn / Xrightn] 

(ATO~h ~~ ... ·~· AT0~1n) 

The 0 symbol could de11ote bot h a disjunction and a conjunction. Disjunc
tions could he filt.ered out of o on account of tlw predicate logica! equivalence 
3vt, ... , t'k( 1/'1 V t.:'2) <=? 3l't ..... l'h : t 't V 3z•t, ... , t'k : 1/-•2 in combination 
with the induction hypotltesis. So o ran b<> reduced to 

</>= 3vt,···•t'k: [chft 1 /.l:!Ffti•····Cftjt"/·l:ieftn' 

Cright1 j.l'right 1 • • • • • Crightn /X right,.] 

(ATO~lt 1\ ... 1\ ATO~ln) 

Because of its associatiYity, th{' n•maining conjunction ca.n be reordered 
in such way that the couditions of eaclt atom are grouped together at the 
back of the formula: 

4> E 3vl' · · · • t'J.· : [cltft 1 fa·lt ft1 • · · · • Cfcjt .. f.'l.'ifft" • 

C,·ight 1 j.l·,·ight 1 • · · · • Cright,)Xright"] 

(.Tifftl = f~tJt 1 1\ 3.',·ightJ = tright1 1\ • • • 1\ 

Xicftn = 1ieftn 1\ 3.'rightn = lrightn 1\ 
COND(.l'ifft 1 , fp, ... , tp+p') A 
COi\D(:~.·right 1 , 19 •••• , fq+q' 1\ 

co :\D( Xifft". t~ ... . 'fp"+p"') " 
CO i\ D( J7 rightn • 1~ • • • •, iq"+q"') 

Suppose that there exists an instantiation of the match variables in the part 
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of <1> without conditions. Furth(>nnore. suppose that the free variables of the 
conditions occurring in q> are substituted by the instantiation found for the 
front part of the formula. Sïnce first order p1·opositionallogic is decidable, 
the decidability of(/> depends u pon the decidability of the non-conditions. If 
one of the conditions appears to be false, another instantiation of the front 
part has to be found, until all conditions are true or no more instantiations 
are possible. In this way only the decidability of 

tPE 3vl,•••,Vk: lcteJtJXlfjt 1 •• ... Ct~Jt,.IXteft,., 
Crightl I a:rightl, ••• , Cright .. I Xright,.] 

needs to he proved. 

(:t'/eft 1 = fttjt 1 A Xright 1 = tright1 A • • • A 
J.'itft., = fttft., A :l.'right .. = fright,.) 

The subexpressions .lï = t; of 9 th(>n can adopt three shapes. If the subex
pression equals X i= c;. in which c; is a constant, l'i is checked to be equiva
lent to that constant. This expression is decidabie because no match variabie 
is invoh·ed. Subexpr(>ssions lik(> .r; = r;. in which t'i is a match variable, are 
also easy to deal with. Th(' only possibiP instantiation of the match variabie 
Vi is the va.Jue of tlw stat(' \'ariablt> .r;. The final case which can occur is 
Zi = f(tl, ... , tn ), in which fis a fuurtion and 11, ••• , tn are terms. Function 
J bas to he declared in a sp('cifiratiou til(' either by means of a reduction 
in terros of a 42 r(']ation body or b~· means of a procedure in terms of the 
target language. In the former case it immediately follows by the induc
tion hypothesis that it is decidabie to determine all instantiations of the 
match varïa.bles. In the seconcl cas(' it 's up to the user to guara.ntee decid
ability of all possible match varia hl(> instantiations. Horate says: quod erat 
demonstratum. 



Chapter 6 

Implementational Aspects 

Due to the tempestuous developmE>nts of the programming language, 4.2 has 
not enough theoretica) fE>E>dback (yE>t) to he implemented fully. Only the 
front end of the compiler is actually implemented, i.e. the syntax checker, 
all proper semantic checks and som<' ground-work for the real compilation. 
In this chapter we have tried to lump several elementsof the prograrnming 
language which have something to do with the implementation together. 
The actual implemE>ntation is discussed in the first section. Since termina
tion is an important notion when implementing a prograrnming language, it 
will he dealt with in section 6.2. The expressiveness of 42 is guaranteed by 
showing, as bonus, that t.he language bas Turing power: the proof can be 
found in section 6.:3. 

6.1 lmplementation 

The syntax cht.eku· of 42 is impl<•mented with the aid of the ELEGANT 
compiler generator created by Lex Augusteijn [Augusteijn91]. In spite of 
the fact that thE' compiler g(:'nerator is not easy to use, this job lasted only 
a couple of days. For perspicuity and maintenance reasons I have chosen a 
LALR-parser [Aho, Sethi 6: Ullman86]. 
The semantic checkstook a couple of weeks work because they are imple
mented by means of attributes which need to he programmed by hand. The 
developed attribute grammar verifies some evident checks such as a test 
whether all used funct.ions are a.ct.ually declared. Besides these language in
dependent tests, some 42 specific checks are performed. An example of this 
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is the test whether a match variabie occurs at both sicles of the exclamation 
mark in a.n atomie relation. If not so it can be predicted the program will 
crash. · 
The front end of the compiler yie]ds two intermediate files. One file contains 
a duplica.te of the input program aud gets the suffix .li, which is short for 
left intermedia.te. The right intermediate file with suffix .ri contains the 
(synta.ctically) reversed programming code. The point bere is that the nor
mal interpretation of this reversed progra.mming code is equivalent to the 
normal prograniming code interpreted in the inverse direction! The great 
a.dva.ntage of the generation of such a syntactically based reverse program 
is that only one compiler need to built to achieve two executables which are 
the inverse of each other. This syntactical inversion, which is part of the 
ground-work mentioned before. is rather easy to establish because 42 obeys 
almost completely the requirement of syntactical reversibility. 
On the basis of my vague body of thoughts, no estimate can he made about 
the complexity of the compiler. The complexity of the compiler is not a 
case of major concern in my opinion. even the more important complexity 
of the generated code is not. The geuerated code is proba.bly faster than 
the code generated by a PHOLOG compiler (because of PROLOGs Jack 
of control a.nd structure ), though a bit slm\'er than PASCAL (because of 
PASCALs strong type system ). With some reservations-future results are 
able to convince me of the opposite-1 dare to say that the complexity of the 
performance of a 42 program dep<>nds largely upon the algorithm which is 
used and not upon the underlyii1g compiler. 

6.2 Termination 

In indeterministic programming em·ironments, terminatien can be defined 
as producing infinitely many tinws no ,·a)ue. This implies that result sets 
may be infinite. Befare terminatien of -h programs is considered in more 
detail, it is an interesting questio11 on \\7ilat conditions the set of output 
states will be fini te. Since only indeterministic elementsof the language can 
generate more than one output state. these need to he considered in more 
detail. The following four constructs ca.n cause indeterminism: 

• the matching of variables in transfarmers 

• the disjunction operator in alomie rela.tions 

• the union operator in complex relations 
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• the repetition operator in complex relations 

The number of output states for disjunction and union is the sum of the 
number of output statesoftheir individual arguments. The output state is 
finite if and only if its arguments are finite. Hence, disjunction and inter
sectien cannot cause infinite results by themselves. 
The other two constructs however are able to produce an infinite set of out
put states. Suppose for instanee xl a.nd t to he integers and s to he the 
input state of the repetition program infl below. 

inf1(x1)[ { < :t: xl := t ! t+1 >}] (6.1) 

This program generates the infinite set S'(xt. ... , Xn) = {(y, s(x2), ... , s(xn)) I 
y > s(y)} after normal e\'aluation. Not!i' that the inverse evaluation results 
also in an infinite set. 
The secend situation in which an infinite set can he generated is by instan
tiating match variabl!i's. Program inf2 shows an example. 

inf2(xl,x2) [ < :tl,t2: xl := tl + t2 tl; 
x2 := ! t2 > ] (6.2) 

Assuming xl, x2, tl and t2 a.rE' intPgNs. tl and t2 can he matebed with a.n 

infinite number of \'alues during normal evaluation, generating the output 
set S'(xJ. ... ,Xn) = {(Yl·Y2,s(.1'3) .... ,s(:tn)) I Y1 + Y2 = s(xl)}. 
The infiniteness of the first E'xampl<> was caused by the absence of pre- and 
postconditions insid<' the repetitio11. If we would change program infl into 

infl(xl)[ { < : t : 

} ] 

?= (xl > 2) ! (xl < 8); 
xl := t ! t+l > 

the result sets will be finite in bath directions. 

(6.3) 

The generation of infinite sets in the secoud example is due tothefact that 
the inverse function of addition is not finite: there is an infinite number of 
values v1 and t'2 \vhich satisfy t'1 + v2 = x1 (x1 is supposed to have some 
constant value). Program inf2 can be ma.de finite by adding a transfarmer 
which insta.ntia.tes one of the matcl1 \'ariables t1 or t2: 

inf2(xl,x2)[ { < : tl,t2 : 
xl :c tl+t2 
x2 := t1 

tl; 
t2 ) } ] 
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At first sight, the generation of an infinite output set seem to cause no 
probieros for termination. When a program yields an infinite output set the 
results will he shown one after the otller (see section 3.7). A consequence 
of permitting the output set to he infmite is that every interrnediate result 
may also he infinite. However, the intersection operator "t" is obstructive 
in this case: an infinite argument ca.n never he evaluated in a finite nurnber 
of steps. Without the intersection operator things could go wrong as well 
because there are situations possible in which infinitely many times running 
an empty set is generated. Even in a depth-first evaluation metbod sucb 
infinite loops are not able to create an answer, altbough there could he 
answers possible! 1f for instanee the repetition of exarnple 6.1 is foliowed 
by tbe boolean transfarmer < ?= (xl = 0) > and s(x1 ) = 1 bolds for tbe 
input state s then an infinite loop of empty output sets bas been created. 
As soon a.s one infinite set occurs in a program, there is uo guarantee that 
it will termin a te. As termin at ion ramlot be enforced by the programming 
language, neither detected durin~ compilation (Halting-problern), it's up to 
tbe user to he aware of possible infinite loops. You could cornpa.re this with 
avoiding Ïllfinit.e loops in WHILE-DD constructsin PASCAL. 
The only firm guarantee which can be given is that if every (intermediate) 
output set is finite then the program in question will terminate. Avoiding 
infinite output sets is the only addce which can he given in this scope. Once 
more, this comes down to using always pre- and postconditions in repetitions 
and being always a ware of the fini t <>n<>ss of t he inverse of tbe used functions. 

6.3 Turing Power 

In this section it will be pron~d that -1:2 has Turing power in both directions. 
To this end we simulate a Turing marhine by means of a 42 program. Since 
~ possesses in bot h directions the same expressiveness, a proof for the 
normal direction will suffice. The definition of a Turing machine and its 
accornpanying terminology is adopt.ed from [Hopcroft & Ullrnan79). 
Consider the basic Turing machine M 

M = (Q,~,f,6,B.F) 

where 
Q is the finite set of state~. 
r is the finite set of al!O\vable tll]Jf: symbols, 
B, a symbol of r, is the blank, 
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~. a subset of r not including B, is the set of input symbols 
6 is the next move function. of type Q x r- Q x r x {L, R} 
qo is the start state, 
F Ç Q is the state of final states 
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An instantaneous description of the Turing machine is denoted by a1qXa2. 
Here, q is the current state of the Turing machine, a 1 is the string of symbols 
to the left of the tape hea.d, a 2 is the string to the right of the tape head 
and X is the symbol that is scanned by the Turing machine. 
With the following data structure it is possible to simulate a Turing machine: 

XVAR 

M 
alpha• 
P,Q 
X,Y,T 

X GRAMMAR 

Turing 
Tape 
State 
Symbol 

Turing : : = State "[" Tape "]" 
Tape : : = Cell Tape I EPS 
Cell ::=Pointer"/" Symbol 
Pointer : := "head" I "void" 
Symbol : : = OEF 
State : := OEF 

The instantaneous descriptio11 a 1 q.\' nl. can now be stated as 
Q[alphal head/X alpha2]. 
A Turing machine has two types of moves: a move to the right and a move 
to the left. For each pair q. X for which b yields a right move we construct 
a right move which corresponds to /1( q, X) = (p, Y, R) as follows: 

MoveRl(M)[ < : alphal,alpha2 : 

) ] 

M := Q[alphal head/X void/T alpha2] 
P[alphal void/Y head/T alpha2] 

MoveR2(M)[ < : alphal 
M := Q[alphal head/X] ! 

P[alphal void/Y head/b] 
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> J 

The relation MoveR2 is necessary if the tape has reached the last non blank 
symbol at the right part of the tape. The relation moves in the normal 
direction the ta.pe hea.d one position to the right and inserts a blank b at 
that position. 
For each left move 6( q, X) = (p, Y, L ), the Turing machine can be simulated 
by 

MoveL(M)[ < : alphal : 

> ] 

M := Q[alphal void/T head/X alpha2] 
P[alphal head/T void/Y alpha2] 

Here, we do not. need two grammar rules for left moves because a basic 
Turing machine is not infinite to the left. Finally, we nee a set of rules for 
detecting that a final state has been reached and one rule to define the start 
configura.tion. We create a relation scheme for every q E F and one relation 
for the start state q0 • 

Start(M) [ < : alphal 
M : = qO [alphal] 

> ] 

Endx(M)[ < : alphal 
M := qx[alphal] ! fx[alphal] 

> J 

If we suppose that the functions above have been declared. the 4) program 
which simula.t.es a Turing machine looks like -

Turing(M)[ Start . 
{ RuleRl I RuleR2 I I RuleL } 
C Endl I ••• I Endn) J 



Chapter 7 

General Applications 

The programming language 42 was originally built in the scope ofthe Rosetta 
machine translation system. Gradually the language was made appropriate 
for more general purposes. though the process of releasing Rosetta was not 
easy. Certainly, you would ask yourself. what kind of other problems ca.n 
he solved by using 42? Th is chapter tri es to sketch briefiy wbat kind of 
application areas besides Rosetta rould be eligible. 
Before answering the question of usability. first of all need to he said that 
the user of 42 has a lot of freedom. The user is able to define bis own type 
system, but also his own rontroL ln most cases Ilowever the systems designer 
will carry out this task generating a high level programming environment. 
In that sense we could say 42 is parametrized: creation and use of a special 
purpose programming languag(' éH<' integrated into one single language. 
Due to this division of work between t.he syst.ems designer and the eventual 
user, 42 is appropriate for building expert systems. Until recently, the views 
and skilis of a group of experts on a particular subject were implemented 
via computer scientists ( knowledge engineers). The intensive communiea
tion between expert and engineer. whirh is requested for this job, bas shown 
to he more often than not tht:> bottleneck of building an expert system. 
Nowadays one tends towards another approach: one bas come to see that 
it's better having the experts storing their knowledge themselves into the 
computer, instead of via a knowledge engineer. The tooi which makes this 
possible is a para.metrized lauguage: 42 is one of them. 
Although very worthy, the properties mentioned a.bove are not only proper
ties of 42. Many a programming environment is capa.ble of doing the same. 
The unique pa.rt of 41 is its linking of reversibility to sequentia] program-
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ming. 
If symmetry and reversibility play a considerable part in solving a particular 
problem and no "exponential" indeterminism is involved, then 4;2 needs to 
be taken into consideration. Besides naturallanguage translation systems, 
it could also be used in translating formal languages. A compiler which 
translates programming langua.ge X into programming language Y yields, if 
programmed in 4), also a. compiler from Y to X. The sameargument holds 
for parsers and it~ inverse, viz. generators. 
Another possible area of application, although not exploited yet, could be 
rule based systems. Rule based systems consist of a set of rules and an in
ference mechanism which controls the execution. Input is matebed against 
the preconditions of the \'arious rules, after which a control-dependent ac
tion will take pla.ce. This control could work abductively, i.e. the rules 
are interpreted in inverse direction (abduction as the opposite of deduction, 
see [Charniak & McDermott8.5]). In medica] diagnostic rule-based expert 
systems for instance. rules look like ''if the patient has fever then he could 
have got flu", possibly supplenwnt<>d with an estimate in percents. How
ever it is more natura] to say 'ïf the patient has got fiu then he bas fever", 
because this resembles one of tlw medica] laws of influenza. lf rules could 
he stored in their natura) way t)JP n<>twork of rules could easier be kept 
perspicuous. The generated 42 ex<>rutable which corresponds totheinverse 
direction could ser\'e then as the program you need. Because the pre- and 
postconditions of rules are well specified in most cases, they could easily be 
implemented in 42. Atomie relaiions suit best as implementation fora rule, 
the intended inference mechanism can be expressed by means of complex 
relations. 



Chapter 8 

M-rules in Rosetta 

Before it is possible to judge the advantages of using 42 in Rosetta and, in 
particular, its application to M-rules, a little a.bout the setting of M-rules 
needs to be known first. In section 8.1. the function and context of :M-rules 
are explained informally. section 8.2 contains an abstract sketch about the 
representation of M-rules. Section 8.3 contains a brief description of the 
problems with M-rules as the~· are implemented now and the solutions of
fered by 42. For the go-getters thrE>e exhaustively annotated examples of 
the present notation ar(' incluuNI in appendix A. The translations of these 
rules in terms of 42 can be found in appendix B. Reading these appendices 
is a prerequisite for thoroughly understanding why 42 is suitable for this 
situation. 

8.1 Global Settings 

Rosetta is a res('arch proj('ct of -Philips ~a tuurkundig Laboratorium" which 
has set itself a target of developing a semi-automatic translating system. In 
principle, it tries to computerize translatio11s between the languages English, 
Spanish and Dutch. In this sectio11 only the aspects of Rosetta which are 
of relevanee to M-rules are considered. More detailed informa.tion can he 
found in [Appelo & Landsbergen86), [Appelo, Fellinger & Landsbergen87) 
and [Stone, forth.). 
Translations from one la.nguag(' to another are not directly done in Rosetta, 
but by means of a (na.tural) language independent intermediate language, 
the interlingua. An input sentence is first trausla.ted into the interlingua, 
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after which a translation takes place to the desired language. The advantages 
of using an interlingua are discussed in [Leermakers & Rous86, section 6]. 
The translation from an input sentence to the interlingua comes down to 
analyzing or parsing the sentence in question. During this phase which is 
called decomposition lotsof syntactic information is added and derived by 
means of the implemented linguistic expertise. This syntactic information 
is stored in a so called S-tree. Because a sentence could be syntactically 
ambiguous it is possible that more than one S-tree corresponds to it. An 
S-tree exists of nodes which represent syntactical categories and associated 
attribute-value pairs. The generation of a sentence starts in the interlingua 
and yields a translation of the input sentence. This phase is called the 
compositional phase. 
Composition and decomposition are geared for one another in Rosetta in 
such a way that they are the inwrs<' of each other. lt can formally be stated 
as 

e E Al\AL\'SlSL1 (~) 1\ .r/ E GE:\ERATIONL2 (e) <=? 

e E ANALYSISL2(8
1

) 1\ sE GE!'\ERATIONL1(e) (8.1) 

This principle which is known as the Principle of Reversibility says that 
if a sentence s' is a translation of the sentence s in a Lt -+ L2 translation 
system, then s will be a translation of 8 1 in a L2 --. L1 translation system. 
The Reversibility Principle is foliowed tltroughout the Rosetta system, tha.t 
is to say, in the morphological. sy11tartic and semantic components. A clear 
advantage of this strategy is that a pair of Rosetta components which are 
the inverse of each other needs only o1w specification. Since adopting the 
R.eversibility Principle means t.hat such a specification could be interpreted 
in two ways. The usefulness of 4-2 becomes apparent. 
Two important components of Rosetta are the M-parser and its inverse 
the M-generator. The 1\J-parser applies several so called M-rules to the 
S-trees which are returned by the prereding component. During analysis, 
theseS-trees are transformed intootherS-trees which are, in a way, smaller. 
More often than not. smaller in the lit.eral sense of the word: some transfor
mations are able to break S-trees into pieces. hr the compositional direction, 
several S-trees a.re taken tagether via transforma.tions ending with one S-tree. 
This is the S-tree of the eventual translation. An M-rule can he viewed as 
an atomie building block in this proress. It specifies individual trausitions 
between S-trees. Application of M-rules not only affects the structure of 
an S-tree, it could also change a.t.tribute values. Because of the Principle 
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of Reversibility M-rules need to he reversible as wel!. So M-rules are rela
tions between S-trees and tuples of S-trees [La.ndsbergen85). The right to 
left interpretation of an :M-rule esta.blishes decomposition, the left to right 
interpretation corresponds to composition. 

8.2 Outlines of the Syntax 

M-rules play a key part in Rosetta, they achieve the main link between lin
guists and the system. Linguists are able to specify M-rules in a program
ming language which is especially designed for them. In the sequel, this 
programming language will be refened to as "the (present) M-rule nota
tion". This sec ti on presents a SUJ><•rficial description of the M-rule notation. 
More detailed infonnatiou can bt' found in [Leermakers86). 
An M-rule consistsof the following parts (in order of occurrence): 

• rule name 

• left models 

• right model 

• ma.tch conditions 

• parameters 

• condition-action pairs 

• (possibly) subrul es 

The function of the rule name is obvious: it offers the user the opportunity 
of referring to M-rules. ~Ioreover, it impraves perspicuity, provided that the 
naming is done carefully. 
The left models are modds which indicate how the structure of the in
coming S-trees have to look like during generation to allow application of 
the M-rule in question. As the Principle of Reversibility holds for M-rules 
it also shows bow the outcoming S-trees willlook like during the analytical 
phase. The right model specifies t h<.' way the incoming S-tree needs to he 
structured during analysis and how the out-going tree looks like in case of 

· generation. The most important tasks of rnadeis in M-rules are changing 
the structure of an S-tree, instantiat.ing variables by matching tbe incom
ing S-tree with tbe model and checking conditions. An incoming S-tree is 
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matcl1ed with the model to see wlwther the ruleis applicable. Uninstanti
ated variables of tlle condition part get a value by means of this match. lf 
the conditions are met, the S-tree will be cha.nged. lf not, the rule will not 
he applied, i.e. the transition fails to happe11. So the roodels performs both 
tests and changes in structures (kind of assignment). The resemhlances with 
4.2 are not really accidental... 
Besides the incoming and out-going S-trees, there is sometimes also need for 
other parameters. The parameter part of M-rules allows the deelaratien 
of these parameters. An example of another parameter which is often used 
in addition to the usualleft a.nd right roodels is the integer LEVEL. lt checks 
whether the index of a partienlar varia.ble is right. 
In the previous sectien we saw that the nocles of an S-tree consist of sets of 
attribute-value pairs ront.aining synt.artical information. The values of the 
attributes can he changed by using condition-action pairs. Ea.ch M-rule 
conta.ins two conditiou-actiou pairs. oue pair for doing composition, one pair 
for doing decompositiou. An indh·idual rondition-a.ction pair exist of a con
dition part a.nd a conespouding artiou part whicl1 bas to he executed if the 
incoming S-tree meets tl1e conditions of the condition part. While specify
ing these changes one has to keep in mind the Principle of Reversibility, for 
reversihility of 1v1-rules is not guaranteed by default. It implies that actions 
in one direction need t.o correspond to ronditions in the ether direction and 
vice versa. Condition-artion pairs are specified in pseudo-PASCAL. 
Match conditions a11d subrules \\'<')'(, add<.>d to tl1e system at the time 
Rosetta switched over from version 2 to version 3. 11atch conditions are 
conditions which need to be tested first. In contrast to con dition-action 
pairs, match conditions allow bark-trarkiug. They are also introduced for 
efficiency reasons: the sooner you know whether a rule can he applied or 
not the faster the system will run. ~1-rules which look similar with respect 
to their structural changes can he put together in one rule by using suh
rules. As mentioned b<.>fore. annotated examples of M-rules can he found in 
appendix A. 

8.3 M-Rules and 42 

Since the implementation of the l\1-rule compiler five years ago, the linguists 
of the Rosetta team got specializt>d in writing M-rules. Their experiences 
have revealed some deficiencies of the present notatien and implementation. 
Jan Odijk even dedica.ted an intemal report to it [Odijk91]. Several inter-
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views with linguists have corroborated this view. 
To see whether 42 is a better alternative, it has to he faced against these 
shortcomings. In this chapter, the most important problems of the present 
notation are analyzed and compared with what 42 has to offer. Unfortu
nately, the problems with the present M-rule notation are not easily classifi
able. They form a rather miscellaneous set and most of them are tied up with 
other problems. An a.ttempt to make a reasona.ble classification resulted in 
the following division. Subsection 8.3.1 deals with the lack of expressiveness 
of variables in the present M-rule nota.tion and the way this can be handled 
in ~· Redundancy of code in combination with reversibility are considered 
insection 8.3.2. The shortcomings and solutions of control expressions will 
be discussed in section 8.3.3. This last st-ction will be more detailed because 
it deals with material which is rath<'r easy to grasp. Moreover, it assumes 
nearly any foreknowledg<'. Th<' ot l1er su bjects are more globa.Uy sta.ted be
cause a. lot of (linguist.ic) background in formation is needed to grasp the 
problems fully. Finally. in section 8.:3.4 some ergonomical problems come up 
for discussion. 

8.3.1 Expressiveness of Variables 

The present notation and compil<'r constitute a programming environment 
which is rather statica!. A positive consequence of this approach is the op
portunity to build an efficient compiler. Extending the environment however 
is only possible hy arranging things at a lower level, in casu PASCAL. Lots 
of extensions have been made sinrt> tl~t• first release of the compiler causing 
many maintenance problems. 
In this context especially the expressiveness of variables lea.ves much to be 
desired. A user catmot defi11e its own types a.nd only a. few kind of variables 
are a.vailable. Two specific inadequacies which are a. result of this will he 
selected toserve as an example in this section. 
Sametimes a nounplnase NP (such as hij) and a reflexh·e pronoun REFLPRO 
(such as hijzelf) haw to excha11ge some attribute values beca.use the reflex
ive pronoun needs to have for in st aHC<' the appropriate conjugation. The 
distance between these two words, however, could he endlessly expanded 
in the Dutch language: hij ::ag ::ich:df. hij ::ag foto's van zichzelf, hij zag 
afbeeldingen van foto's t'llll ::ich:df, etc. etc. Wh en writing a.n M-rule this 
comes down to designii1g a rule which is able to search at indefinite depths. 
None of the cases which needs a search at indefinite depths is implemented 
in Rosetta. A da.ta.type which defint>s a tree ha.ving somewhere a. subtree 
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with a partienlar structure ,,.·ould suffice to overcome this deadlock. In the 
current notation only a datatype which defines a tree having a specified 
subtree right beneath it, is available. Suppose pi represents the proposed 
type, then REFLPRD and its attributes eau he reached by stating for instanee 
pi<REFLPRD{REFLPROrecl} [mul]>. After the match the variabie pi will be 
equal to the tree without the specified subtree. 
Another example which shows the Jack of power to express things, concerns 
the type "node". lt's true, this type has its own varia bles, namely Nl,N2, ... , 
but its expressiveness is limited to matching the category name. Attribute 
values are not reaebabie after the match, nor a change of these values is 
possible. This demand eau he motivated by tbe underlying programming 
language PASCAL which requires a pointer field to have a name before 
the corresponding value eau he reacll(:•d. The required instantiation can be 
a.chieved by using subrules. A disach·antage of this solution however is that 
the usually identical condition-artion pairs which belong to these subrules 
need to be repeated. 
Because of the opw type system of +2 the expressiveness of variables has 
been increased unlimited in romparisou with the present notation. In 42, the 
probieros mentioned above eau lH' sol\'<•d quite easily. The proposed variabie 
pi for instanee can he dPdarE'd. wlwr<>as the desil·ed abstraction of nodes 
is possible as wel!. ~loreowr, the parametrizing of 42 makes it suitable to 
expand the programming envirm11nent without tears. 

8.3.2 Redundancy of Code 

In the previous subsection some problems were discussed which could he 
solved by increasing the expressiveness of the used variables. Some of the 
rules in question could be implement<>d by means of the present notation, 
but its realization should exist of complex rules containing a. lot of redun
dant information. BE>sides thE'se sperific problems, there are also general 
properties of the present notation which bring about redundancy of code. 
These will bedealt with in this section. 
One of the most strîkîng disadvantages of the present notation in this setting 
is the fact that all variations in structural informa.tion lead to new subrules 
causing a repetition of the conditiou-action pairs. M-rule RCNmodRELSENT3 
of section A.2 (in appendix A) is a good exa.mple of this kind of deficiency. 
The smal! structural difference of the presence or absence of a comma causes 
in R.CNmodRELSENT3 tl1e introduetion of a new subrule plus a repetition of 
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all condition-action pairs. Same l\1-rules are nat even implemented in the 
present notation because they would need far toa huge constructions! 
Another general cause of redundant code is the need for an explicit cod
ing of reversibility in con dition-action pairs. A (sub )rule has a composi
tional and a decompositional con dition-action pair. To guarantee reversibil
ity M-rule writers have to he aware that every action in one part corre
sponds to a condition in the other part and vice versa. An example of 
this correspondence are the statements SENTENCEVARrec1. index • LEVEL 
a.nd RSENTENCEVARrec 1. index : = LEVEL which a.ct as condition a.nd a.c
tion respectively in M-rule RSENTENCEcompl of sectien A.l. This way of 
establishing reversibility could be considered as superfluons work, since the 
compositional parts of an l\1-rule contain all the information needed to a.p
ply the rule in the decompositional direction. As a further result of being 
nat reversible by default. l\1-rules rauses the linguists a lot of extra work 
to a.chieve this reversibility, sinrP it is hard to see quickly whether a rule 
is reversible or nat. 1t rould easily b<' disguised because conditions of the 
match-condition part are also conditiow; which have to correspond to a.n 
action in the action-condition part in th<> reverse direction. To fee! how dif
ficult it is to see quickly whether a ruleis reversible or nat, try to check the 
reversibility of the rather small l\1-nlle TCaseAssignment1 of appendix A.3. 
Due to the default reversibility of 42 and its parametrized set-up no re
dundant code needs to be used. This has as very important consequence 
tbat M-rules which are programmed in 42 are considerably smaller. Gen
erally, the amount of liuPs and rhararters diminishes by a factor of three 
(sometimes even a factor ninc). This is mainly due to the disappearance of 
redundant code: a.s reversibility hns lwrome default in the new notation, no 
statements have to be addPd to guaraul<'<.' reversibility. This saves roughly 
half the statements of each condition-artion pair. Another reason for tbe 
reduction of programming rode is the increased expressiveness of variables. 
ldentical condition-artion pairs which orrur in several subrules can be re
moved by using variables wl1ich represent syntactic categories. This action 
yields a diminishing of rondit ion-action pairs proportional to the number of 
subrules. M-rules could even be stated more concise. However, this would 
affect the perspicuity of them too much. This trade-off between briefness 
and readability is very common to programming languages (C is a sbining 
example). 
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8.3.3 Control Expressions 

Control expressions play a key part in the control of M-rules. Because 4:2 
is also suitable to express control expressions we shall examine the function 
and appearance of tltis phenomenon. The relating conceptsof filter and rule 
subclass will also be introduced. 
If each incoming S-tree would have to be matebed against all existing M
rules, the system would be very slow. Generally, there are only a few rules 
which are qualified for appliration. That's why control expressions are 
introduced in Rosetta: they structure a.nd control M-rules to gain efficiency 
and perspicuity. M-rules are groupE:>d by linguistic phenomena in so called 
rule subclasses. A ruiE> subclass Ai is a regular expression containing 
several rules which belang together. lt comes in the following forms: 

• obligatory: ( Rt I ... I R~o ) 

• recursive: { R1 I ... I Rk } 

• optioual: [ Rt I ... I R~; ) 

where R1 , ••• , Rk are ~1-rules. 
A control expressiOlt exists of a wmposition of such rule subclasses. If 
Ao, ... , An are subclasses t.hen t ltC' ronrept of control expression can be 
defined as ce = Au . ...1 1 ••••• A,1 • An example of a simplified control 
expressiou of Rosetta is 

[Ridnppsuperdeixis) 
. (TnppProsubject I TnppNOProSubject) 
• Fhetdi tdat 
• {RNPPsubst1} 
• (ROPENNPPROPformation I RCLOSEDNPPROPformation) 
• RnppNoPunc 

The incoming S-trE:><' wiJl first be applied to "[Ridnppsuperdeixis)". Since 
this expression is optional. it r<'turns both the original inputS-tree and the 
S-tree changed hy Ridnppsuperdeixis if the S-tree is applicable. lf it is not 
applicahle only the original S-tree will go through. Then the transformation 
TnppProsubject or TnppNOProSubject will he applied. The evaluation of 
the remaining expression should he obvious hy now. The rule RNPPsubst1 
will he a.pplied until no appliration is possible anymore. All intermediate 
results, even the input S-tree. wiJl he returned. 
Some neerled control cannot he expressed hy regular expressions, e.g. there 
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is no way to express "apply rule R if it is applicahle and else just skip 
it". The control expression " [ R ]" camwt estahlish this because it returns 
also the original input tree if Ris applicahle. Another linguistically desired 
control is "a.pply rule R until it is no Jonger applica.ble without generating 
intermediate results". It is obvious that the control expression "{ R }" will 
not suffice. 
To overcome these impasses filters are introduced in Rosetta [Landsber
gen86]. A filter is an M-rule, in facta transformation, which bas the follow
ing semantics. If the model matches with the input and the conditions hold, 
the rule blocks, i.e. the output set is empty. lf there is no match or the 
conditions do not hole/. the output is a set with one element, identical to the 
input S-tree. Fhetdi tdat of the sample control expressi011 is an instanee of 
a filter. The first problem mention~d above can he removed by putting a 
filter F which contains only th~ conditions and input roodels of M-rule Rat 
the back of the control expression. i.e ... [ R ] . F". If R is not applicable 
only the original input S-tree will come through passing also the filter F. 
But if the rule is applicabl~ the filter will block the original input S-tree 
letting pass only the changed tree. 
The second problem is also easy r<>solwd by using a filter F which contains 
only the conditions and input moup)s of 11-rule R. The control expression 
"{ R } . F" brings about exactly tlw effect we want. All intermediate re
sults are still applicable, so th~y will be filtered out by F. 
The introduetion of filters was moti\'atNI hy practice, bence, there is no 
(theoretica!) guarant<'e that on~· of th<>se days the expressiveness of control 
expressions shows to he too weak again. Especially the control of iterative 
filters is not fully waterproof in 111)' opinion. In this wa.y, the introduetion 
of filters seems to he ad hoc solution. With the assistance of PASCAL-like 
control expressions it should be possihle to have a more explicit and more 
universally accepted controL prm·id<>d that reversibility is always guaran
teed. Cbserve that this would he a step backwards from a linguistic point 
of view. 
Since 42 has adopted almost t.he same regular expressions as the one used 
in Rosetta, a control expressi011 in the present.and new nota.tion are alike. 
The control expression which was introduced in section 8.5 as an example 
could he expressed in 42 h)· the relation body 

(ml,m2, LEVEL)[ (Ridnppsuperdeixis(ml) I < >) 
. (TnppProsubject(ml) I TnppNOProSubject(ml)) 

FHetditdat(ml) 
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{ RNPPsubstl(m1,m2,LEVEL) } 
(ROPENNPPROPformation(ml) I 
RCLOSEDNPPROPformation(ml)) 

. RnppNoPunc(ml) ] 

79 

Because the option operator " [ R ] " is not present in 42- the construction 
"R I < >" is used. With the assistance of a specificatien file this control 
can easily be added as an extra operator. The implicit arguments of the 
applied rules in the present notatien need to be stated explicitly in ~· 
The only essential difference of the present and new notatien with respect 
to the control expressions is t.he treatment of filters. In the present notatien 
executing a filter F means executing the complement of a rule R, where a 
filter exists of the moelel part ancl bidirectional conditions of R. In 42> on 
the other hand, R itsclf eau h<' used to rompose a filter out of 42 operators: 
"c- R )?". An advantage of h<.'ing ah!<> to dcfine filters of a rule in terros of 
this rule is that filters need nat to Iw programmed separately. By declaring 
the appropriate operators in the spcrification file, it is even possihle to hide 
filters entirely from the user. 
The necessity of making the argumcnts of ~1-rules in control expressions 
more explicit has the advant.age of knowing exa.ctly wha.t S-trees are im
ported and exported from th<' various rul(' su hclasses. A disadvantage, how
ever, is that the notation without argum<.>nts is more perspicuous. 

8.3.4 Ergonomical Aspects 

From an ergonomie al point of vi<'w. t lH' present l\f-rule nota.tion could he 
improved a. little. The main issues which need to he taken into account for 
amelieration are simplicity, perspiruity and a.ccessihility. Although most of 
the notational conventions which are adopted in Rosetta correspond togen
erally a.ccepted conventions. linguists unfamiliar with 1\J-rules tend to need 
a rather long training p('riod. This is due to the fact that the organization 
of the huge M-grammar is rath('r obscure. 1\Ioreover, the M-grammar lacks 
a good modularization. Changing an ~1-rule may also have effects on other 
rules somewhere else in the grammar. ~\nother reason why some newcomers 
have difficulties is the need for sta.ting reversibility explicitly. Taking the 
inverse into account while writing ~1-rul<.>s is nat an easy job if one is not 
acquainted with it. A better organization of the 1\f-gra.mma.r and a notatien 
which implicitly cammand reversibility would imprave the ergonornies of the 
system. It needs to he said that experienced users hardly have ergonomical 
problems with :M-rules. 
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Because of the defaultnessof reversibility users of 4J need not to care about . -
reversibility that rnuch anymore, but some decline of the readability of pro-
grams bas occurred. Future versions of the langua.ge should imprave this 
deficiency (a graphica.l user-interface could be helpful in this case). 



Conclusions 

In the fra.mework of the automatic translating project Rosetta which uses 
reversible M-grammars, a reversible programming language called 42 is de
veloped. All I could manage in a half years teaching practice was giving the 
initial impetus. The result was an syntactical and semantica! specification 
of the designed languag0 -!2. A small part of the a.ctual implementation 
is also done, namely t he syutax ch(>cker. the semantic checks and some es
sential ground-work for the real compilation phase is started. Further, a 
thorough and informal explanation of the language is given, illustrated by 
lots of ( commonly numerical) sample pieces of programs. A real example is 
the application of -!2 onto Rosetta. in p~rticuiar onto M-rules and control 
expressions. This example shows that the strong reduction of programming 
code and the simpler wa~· of expanding the language is a great impravement 
with respeCt to the present notation. 
How 42 behaves in other en\'ÏronnH'Jits which arealso suitable for reversible 
programming languages sucl1 as building compilers needs to be examined 
yet. Another possihle subject of further research is the way deelaratien 
and program are related. in particula•· research to dynamic type systems 
which need to be specified by m<'ans of a.n attribute-like reversihle gram
mar. The coherence of -t2 needs also to he improved, for at some places 
in the language atomie ancl complex relations overlap. The disjunction op
erator of the atomie relation is for instanee exaetly the same as the union 
operator a.t the level of complex relations. Prohahly the atomie relation 
is not atomie enough. The junction of atomie and complex relation also 
causes extra problems. beeause atomie relations are declarative by nature 
and complex relations sequ<'ntial (see also (Rous & Jansen92]). The (syntac
tic) notation could a lso he improved a bit: readahility of inverse programs 
requires a more perspicuous programming language. Definitely, more (bid
den) problems which are interesting will come to the surface during the 
further implementation of the language +2. 

~1 



Appendix A 

Present M-Rules 

In this appendix three short ~1-Rules will pass in revue. These sample rules 
will be translated into 4:2 in appendix D for comparison reasons. The first 
example is a simplified ~1-rul<,. whereas the other two examples are real M
rules. An 0\·en·ie\\. of t he most important syntactical conventions can be 
found in table 8.1. 

A.l RSENTENCEcompl 

The rule RSENTENCEcompl is an ~I-nde which substitutes a sentence for a 
variabie of type SENTENCE. This rul(' eau be for instanee used to combine 
the Dutch sentences hij ::lfJI :r (in which J• is a varia.ble) and dat John ziek 
is into hij zegt dat .John ::i(k is during the generation phase. 

Y. RULE RSENTENCEcompl 
< ml:Nl[ mul, 

J 

predrel/VERBP{VERBPrecl} 

muS 

[ mu2, 
complrel/SENTENCEVAR{SENTENCEVARrecl}, 
mu3 

], 

SUBST: 
m2:SENTENCE{SENTENCErecl}[mu4] 

> 

8:2 
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X{Xreci} 

Ni 
I i 
Ti 
rel i 
mu1 

sigi 
Xreci.a 
COMP 
DECOMP 

Ci 
Ai 
@ 

& 
% RULE 
% TRANSFOR1L\TIO~ 
mi 
m 

SUB ST 

LEVEL 
A= COPYT-xxx(B) 
A:= COPYT_xxx(B) 

a node of category X with a variabie Xreci for its 
attribute-value pairs 

a node 
a label 
a relt re<• 
a l'('lation 
a (possibly empty) arbitrary reltree list 

a reltre(' list of zero or one element 
attribute a of Xreci 
the condition-action pairs for generation 

the condition-a.ction pairs for analysis 

Conditions 
.-\rtions 
the nuli-action 
end-of-Huk 
beginning of a rule 

beginning of a transformation 

the model for the ith S-tree of a tuple of S-trees 

the output model for generation and the input model 
for analysis 

points to the substituent 

a notat ion used to get unique indices 

A and ll ha\·e the same values for common attributes 
A gets the same values as B for common attributes 

Table A.l: Entities of the M-rule notation 
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< m :Hl[ mul, 

> 

t 

] 

predrel/VERBP{VERBPrecl} 
[ mu2, 

complrel/SENTENCE{SENTENCErecl}[mu4], 
mu3 

], 

mu5 

PARAMETERS 
< 

LEVEL 
> 

COMP 
< 
Cl: SENTENCEVARrecl.index =LEVEL AND 

SENTENCErecl.infsort <> omteinf AND 
SENTENCEVARrecl = COPYT_SENTENCEtoVAR(SENTENCErecl) 

Al: ~ 

> 
DECOMP 

< 
Cl: SENTENCErecl.infsort <> omteinf 

Al: SENTENCEVARrecl := COPYT_SENTENCEtoVAR(SENTENCErecl); 
SENTENCEVARrecl.index :=LEVEL 

> 

84 

The left model m2 indicat.t>s that the top category of the S-tree in question 
needs to be SENTENCE. If so, the variables SENTENCErecl and mu4 will get 
a value by means of a match with the input tree. The other left model 
ml rnadeis an S-tree with an arbitrary top category which has to contain 
among other things a variabie of type SENTENCE. The right model shows 
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that the sentence has occupied the position of the sentence variabie of 
model m2. Some other requirements which are imposed upon the S-tree 
in question can be found in the conditiou-action pairs. The sentence vari
abie SENTENCEVARrecl for instanee needs to have the index LEVEL and the 
sentence to be substituted may not have an "om te" infinitive. Finally, 
it is required that during generation the record fieids of the sentence vari
abie a.nd the sentence have equa.l values. Note tha.t every action in DECOMP 
corresponds toa. condition in COMP. 

A.2 RCNmodR·ELSENT3 

The M-rule RCNmodRELSENT3 is in some ways simHar to the previous one. 
A common noun CN. i.e. an noun phrase witbout an article, and a sentence 
are joined tagether resulting in a common noun foliowed by the sentence 
in question which is going to art as subordinate clause starting with the 
Dutch word waar. This waar is introduced syncategorematically. The ruie 
RCNmodRELSENT3 is used for instanee to join sentences ofthe form programma 
a.nd :t ik naar kijl.· (in wbich x is a ,·a riabie) into programma U'aar ik naar 
kijk during the generation phase. ~ow it is also clear why this camman noun 
is called substituent. · 

RULE RCNmodRELSENT3 
< SUBST: 

> 

ml: CN{CNrecl}[Il:mul] (• substituant •) 
m2: I2::SENTENCE{SENTENCErec1} 

[ shiftrel/RADVP{RADVPrecl} 
[head/CNVAR{CNVARrecl}] • 

mu2 
] 

< m CN{CNrecl}[ Il:mul, 

] 

postmodrel/I2::SENTENCE{SENTENCErec1} 
[ shiftrel/RADVP{RADVPrec2} 

[head/RADV(KEY_waarradvkey){RADVrecl}], 
mu2 

J. 
I3:sig1 
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> 

< 

MATCHCONDITIONS 
< 

> 

!1: NOT EXIST(mul,[head/EN{ENrec1}]) 
!2: SENTENCErec1 = 

{ mood 
senttype 
finiteness 

} 

relative 
subordinateclause 
fini te 

!3: ALL(sigl, puncrel/PUNC(KEY_kommapunckey){PUNCrec2}) 

PARAMETERS 
< 

LEVEL 
> 

SUBRULE (• comma •) 
< > 
< sigl: [puncrel/PUNC(KEY_kommapunckey){PUNCrecl}] 
> 

COMP 
< 

> 

Cl: pk IN RADVPrecl.kindefs AND 
RADVPrecl.radvkey = KEY_vaarRADVkey AND 
RADVPrecl.mood = declxpmood AND 
(CNVARrecl.index = LEVEL ) AND 
(CNVARrecl = COPYT_CNTOVAR(CNrec1) EXCEPT FOR [cases] ) AND 
(CNVARrecl.human <> yeshuman) (• only in COMP •) AND 
(CNVARrecl.cases * [Rcase] <> 0 ) 

Al: RADVPrec2 := RADVPrecl; 
RADVPrec2.mood := vh; 
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> 

t 

DECOMP 
< 

> 

Cl: RADVPrec2 = 
{ 

mood 
kindefs 
radvkey 
} 

wh 
[pk] 
RADVrecl.key 

Al: RADVPrecl := RADVPrec2; 
RADVPrecl.mood := declxpmood; 
CNVARrecl := COPYT_CNTOVAR(CNrecl); 
CNVARrecl.index := LEVEL; 
CNVARrecl.cases := [Rcase] 

SUBRULE (• no comma •) 
< > 
<sigl: [] 
> 

(• no COMP part •) 
DECOMP 

< 

> 

Cl: RADVPrec2 = 
{ 

mood 
kindefs 
radvkey 
} 

wh 
[pk] 
RADVrecl.key 

Al: RADVPrecl := RADVPrec2; 
RADVPrecl.mood := declxpmood; 
CNVARrecl := COPYT_CNTOVAR(CNrecl); 
CNVARrecl.index := LEVEL; 
CNVARrecl.cases := [Rcase] 

87 
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The rnadeis of this rule are rather easy to grasp. In m the camman noun CN 
of model ml is substituted for CNV AR of model m2. The labels 11, 12 and 13 
refer to aspects of the tree a.bout which sarnething will he said somewhere 
further in the M-rule. In model m waar is syncategorematically introduced 
with the help of (KEY _vaarradvkey). This argument of category RADV picks 
up the word waar and its corresponding attribute values from the dictionary 
and putsthem into RADVrecl. 
lf the subordinate clause starts with a comma the first subrule will he ap
plied, if not so the second subrule will he dealt with. Strangely enough, 
the second subrule is nat executed during the composition phase. This vi
olation of the Principle of Reversibility is committed for practical reasons. 
Two sentences which differ only in the occurrence of comma symbol can 
he considered the same. Berause of the omission of the compositional part 
in the sec011d subrule only the subordinate clause with a. comma symbol is 
generated. 
The test whether the human attrihut<> of CNVARrecl is unequal to the value 
yeshuman is also performed in oHiy Ont' dirertion. In this way, a gramati
cally incorrect sentenre like eh 1ltllll tt•oartuwt· i!..· kijk will he analysed, but 
not generated. The rationale bebind this approach is the idea of Rosetta to 
accept also input sentences which are not quite grammatically correct. 

A.3 TCaseAssignmentl 

The M-rule TCaseAssignmentl is an instanee of a transformation. Trans
formations are grammar rules which are language dependent. So they are 
notpresent in the conesponding semantica! derivation tree. TCaseAssignment 1 
assigns the ca.se accusative in the compositional direction and the case 
nomina ti ve in the derompositioual direction to the syntactical ca.tegory 
which act a.s object or predicate occurring in another predicate of a sen
tence. The hea.ds of each underlying subtree must get the same change of 
the case attribute. This is easy to establish for NPVARs and CNVAR.s (subrule 
1 and 2) because the~· have no subtrees. To bring about the appropriate 
effect for NP (subrule 3) the powerful function QUOTE_assigncase is used. 
An example of a. transformation which wil! he the result of applying this 
rule is the transition from hij is hij into hij is hem during the generation 
phase. 

X TRANSFORMATION TCaseAssignmentl 
< ml:CLAUSE{CLAUSErecl} 
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) 

[ mul, 
predrel/VERBP{VERBPrecl} 

mu6 
] 

[ mu2, 

], 

I1 :rell/Tl, 
mu3, 
head/VERB{VERBrec1}0mu4], 
muS 

< m :CLAUSE{CLAUSErecl} 

) 

< 

[ mul, 
predrel/VERBP{VERBPrecl} 

mu6 
] 

[ mu2, 

], 

I2:rell/T2, 
mu3, 
head/VERB{VERBrecl}[mu4], 
muS 

MATCHCONDITIONS 
< 

) 

Il: rell IN [predrel, objrel] AND 
(Tl.CAT IN [NPVAR, CNVAR, NP] 

WITH Tl.REC.cases = [Nominative]) 
I2: rell IN [predrel, objrel] AND 

(T2.CAT IN [NPVAR, CNVAR, NP] 
WITH Accusative IN T2.REC.cases ) 

SUBRULE 
<Tl:NPVAR{NPVARrecl} > 

89 
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<T2:NPVAR{NPVARrec2} > 

COMP 
< 
Cl: true 

Cll: rell = predrel 
All: NPVARrec2 := NPVARrecl; 
C13: rell = objrel AND 

(NOT QUOTE_normalergative(VERBrecl)) AND 
(CLAUSErecl.voice <> Passive) 

A13: NPVARrec2 := NPVARrecl; 
Al: NPVARrec2.cases := [accusative]; 

> 
OECD MP 

< 
Cl: true 

Cll: rell = predrel 
All: NPVARrecl := NPVARrec2; 

C13: rell = objrel AND 
(NOT QUOTE_normalergative(VERBrecl)) AND 

(CLAUSErecl.voice <> Passive) 
A13: NPVARrecl := NPVARrec2; 

Al: NPVARrecl.cases := [Nominative] 
> 

SUBRULE 
<Tl:CNVAR{CNVARrecl} > 
<T2:CNVAR{CNVARrec2} > 

COMP 
< 
Cl: true 

Cll: rell = predrel 
All: CNVARrec2 := CNVARrecl; 
C13: rell = objrel AND 

(VERBrecl.Caseassigner = true) AND 
(CLAUSErecl.voice <> Passive) 

A13: CNVARrec2 := CNVARrecl; 

90 
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A1: CNVARrec2.cases := [Accusative]; 
) 

DECOMP 
< 

C1: true 
C11: rel1 = predrel 
A11: CNVARrec1 := CNVARrec2; 

C13: rel1 = objrel AND 
(VERBrec1.Caseassigner = true) AND 
(CLAUSErec1. voice <"> Passive) 

A13: CNVARrec1 := CNVARrec2; 
A1: CNVARrec1.cases := [Nominative] 

) 

SUBRULE 
<T1:NP{NPrec1}[mu7] > 
<T2:NP{NPrec2}[mu8 ] > 

COMP 
< 

C1: true 
C11: rel1 = predrel 
A11: ID 
C13: rel1 = objrel AND 

(VERBrec1.Caseassigner = true) AND 
(CLAUSErec1.voice <> Passive) 

A13: c 
A1: QUOTE_assigncase(NPrec1, mu7, NPrec2, 

muS, [Accusative]); 
> 

DECOMP 
< 
C1: true 

C11: rel1 = predrel 
A11: C 

C13: rel1 = objrel AND 
(VERBrec1.Caseassigner = true) AND 

91 
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> 

1: 

(CLAUSErecl.voice <> Passive) 
A13: G 

> 

Al: QUOTE_assigncase ( NPrec2, muS, NPrecl, 
mu7, [Nominative]); 
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No structural changes are made by this rule, only attribute values are altered 
(viz. case attributes). The various suhl'llles assign to these case attributes 
an accusative during generation. Since for every category, NP, NPVAR and 
CNV AR, the conditiou-action pairs !l('ed to be duplicated, this 11-rule contains 
much redundant information. If it should be possible to deelare one variabie 
forthese three different cat<.>gories then there would be noneed for subrules 
and thus no redundancy would occur. 
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M-Rules in~ 

An M-rule specifies a. transition from an S-tree to a tuple of S-trees. The 
incoming tree and the outcoming tuple of trees need to he known outside 
this transition. The~· could be represented by state variables in 42. The 
transition cam1ot be di\'ided into subtransitions anymore. So an M-rule 
could he rendered by an atomie relation. The incoming S-trees are matched 
against the specified morleis in st antiating the match variables which occur 
in it. Generally, S-trees are hugE>, whereas the changes that will he made to 
them are ra.ther smal!. Often one of the inputmorleis of generation ml,m2, 
etc. resembles thE' output mod0l m (and vice versa in case of analysis). In 
writing M-rules in ·h thE>sE' similar moelels are taken together. With the aid 
of topicalisation it is possible to sperify the changes of structures and at
tributes locally (sE>e also section 2.:3 ). Topicalisation saves a lot of redundant 
code and supports perspiruity. 
To make a comparison possible b<>tween the present notation and 4), the 
M-rules which have serveel as example in the previous appendix ~11 he 
transla.ted into +2 here. The appearancE> of variables a.nd datastructures 
is adopted from the present uotation to see what the real differences are. 
Every rule contains tllJ'(~E' parts: t he first part roughly corresponds to the 
model part of the present notatiou ( dE>noted by the 42-comment statement 
(•trees•) ). It indicates the structural changes which will he undergone 
by incoming trees. The real conditions of the condition-a.ction pairs and 
the match condition part can be found in the second part (denoted by 
(•conditions•) ). In the last part the actionsof the conditiou-action pairs 
are stated ( denoted by ( •actions•) ). Notice that this di vision is not en
forced by 42 itself. 

93 
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B.l RSENTENCEcompl 

The programming code below represents the M-rule RSENTENCEeompl of 
section A.l in 4). The rule is specified by mea.ns of a labeled relation with 
three state variables: ml, m2 and LEVEL. Most of the transitions are ordinary 
transfermers except the test whether the infsort is unequal to omteinf. 

RSENTENCEeompl(ml, m2, LEVEL)[ 
< : Nl, mul, mu2, mu3, mu4, muS, muS, reel, ree2, 

VERBPreel, SENTENCEreel, SENTENCEVARreel : 

(•trees•) 
ml := Nl[mul 

predrel/VERBP{VERBPrecl}[mu2 
complrel/Tl 
mu3 

mu4 
] ; 

] 

m2 := SENTENCE{SENTENCEreel}[muS] 
Tl .- SENTENCEVAR{SENTENCEVARreel} 

SENTENCE{SENTENCEreel}[mu4]; 

I • . ' 

(•eonditions•) 
?= SENTENCEreel.infsort <> omteinf; 

(•aetions•) 

> ] 

SENTENCEVARreel := {reel} level/LEVEL {ree2} 
reel := COPY(SENTENCEreel,reel) 
ree2 := COPY(SENTENCErecl,ree2) ! 

In the original implementation of RSENTENCEcompl there is made a distinc
tion between the input model ml and the output model m. These models 
form a transition in which a sentence is substituted for a sentence variable. 
In ~ m1 and m constitute one tree model. The model which specifies the 
sentence to he substituted sta.ys (notice the disappearance of mu2 at the 
right side). The duplica.te condition-action pairs of the present notation are 
removed in the new notation. Following the present notation, the attribute 
part of a record is enclosed by braces in the 4) variant (see appendix C how 
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records are declared in 42)· Another reasou to admit braces is its possibility 
to disambiguate expressions, th~y act. just as parentheses in ordina.ry cases. 
The braces a.re exclusively res~rved for attributes. The complex function 
COPY_xxx of the present notatien is substituted for the more uniform func
tion COPY which copies the values of th~ record fields which occur bath in the 
first and second argument from the first argument to the second argument. 

B.2 RCNmodRELSENT3 

The programming code below represents the M-rule RmodRELSENT3 of sec
tien 8.4.2 in t~rms of 42. It is easy to see that this M-rule is not strictly 
reversible, two occurrences of t he blockade symbol "~" indicate this. How 
complex this eaulel be in the present notatien where reversibility is enforced 
by default will be shown on t h~ basis of t he question wbether the assignment 
of KEY _vaarRADVkey t.o RADVPrecl. radvkey is reversible in the M-rule of 
section ?? . The key KEY _vaarRADVkey which occurs in model m between 
parentheses a.ttaches all attribute valnes of the relative adverbium waar 
from the electronk dictionary to RADVrecl. (In 42 this will he obviated 
by a function called Dict.) As a consequence RADV .key will get the value 
KEY _vaarRADVkey during generat ion. During analysis RADV .key will he 
checked for KEY _vaarRADVkey. In the compositional phase RADVPrecl.radvkey 
is tested for KEY _vaarRADVkey in condition Cl, in action Al it assigns KEY _vaarRADVkey 
to RADVPrec2. radvkey b('cause RADVPrec 1. radvkey is also equal to KEY _vaarRADVkey. 
In the decompositional ph as<.' RADVPrec2. radvkey is tested for RADVrecl. key 
which is equal to KEY _vaarRADVkey h~· definition. Finally, in A1 RADVrecl 
and RADVrec2 will be equatNI. hence. also their radvkey values. As RADVrecl 
and RADVrec2 couverge in +2 only two statements are needed: a statement 
to express the selection of attribut<'s from the dictionary by means of the 
Dict function and the simple statement which tests RADVPrecl. radvkey for 
KEY _vaarRADVkey in two directions. 

RCNmodRELSENT3(m1, m2, LEVEL)[ 
< : mul, mu2, mu3, mu4, rell, catl, sigl, reel, rec2, rec3, 

CNrecl, SENTENCErecl, RADVPrecl, CNVARrecl, RADVrecl, 
PUNCrecl 

(•trees•) 
ml := CN{CNrecl}[mul]; 
m2 := SENTENCE{SENTENCErecl} 
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[ shiftrel/RADVP{RADVPrecl} 
[ head/CNVAR{CNVARrecl}] 

mu2 
] I • . . 

mul := [mu3] ! [ mu3 
postmodrel/SENTENCE{SENTENCErecl} 

[ shiftrel/RADVP{RADVPrecl} 

] 

sigl 
] ; 

mu3 := rel1/catl[mu4]; 
(sigl{Q:=[], 

[ head/RADV{RADVrecl}] 
mu2 

(sigl := [puncrel/PUNC{PUNCrecl}]; 
PUNCrecl := ! Dict(KEY_kommapunckey))); 

(•conditions•) 
?= -crell = head & catl =EN); 
?= (RADVPrecl.key = KEY_waarRADVkey); 
?= (SENTENCErecl.finiteness = finite t 

SENTENCErecl.mood = relative t 
SENTENCErecl.senttype = subordinateclause); 

?=0 (CNVARrecl.human <> yeshuman) ! ; 

(•actions•) 
RADVPrecl.mood := declxpmood ! wh; 
RADVPrecl.kindefs := [pk] + [.]; 
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CNVARrecl :={reel} cases/[Rcase] + [.] {rec2} level/LEVEL {rec3} !; 
reel := COPY(CNrecl,recl) 
rec2 := COPY(CNrecl,rec2) 
rec3 := COPY(CNrecl,rec3) 

) ] 

The functions ALL and EXISTS of the present notation are direct translated 
in termsof 42: no new functions need to be declared for such tests. For effi
ciency sets however there has to he introduced a new function. Efficiency 
sets, denoted by" [.]",are sets which have a. direction dependent seman
tics. In postterm position they d<>note the empty set, whereas in preterm 
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position they instantiate e\'ery set. This irreversible feature is adopted to 
a.void generation of a set with a.n infinite number of elements. Record fields 
a.re supposed to be declared in alphabetical order. In this way, it is guara.n
teed that cases occurs before level in record CNVARrecl. 

B.3 TCaseAssignmentl 

The programming code belmv represents the M-rule TCaseAssignment1 of 
section 8.4.3 in terms of 4). The decrease in used lines and cha.racters is 
striking. No further comt;ents are neerled in my opinion beca.use no new 
features are introduced. 

TCaseAssignment(ml)[ 
< : mul, mu2, mu3, mu4, muS, mu6, mu7, 

CLAUSErecl, VERBPrecl, VERBreel, Tl, rell, catl, reel: 

(•trees•) 
ml := CLAUSE{CLAUSErecl}[mul 

predrel/VERBP{VERBPrecl} 

(•conditions•) 

mu7 
] ; 

[mu2 

] 

rell/catl{recl}[mu3] 
mu4 
head/VERB{VERBrec1}[muS] 
mu6 

(CLAUSErecl.voice <> Passive) t 
(•NormalErgative(VERBPrecl)) I 
(VERBrecl.Caseassigner = true)) 

?= (rell = predrel) 
((rell = objrel) t 
(((catl = NPVAR) t 
((catl = CNVAR) t 
((catl = NP) t (VERBrecl.Caseassigner = true))))); 

(•actions•) 
(reel, mu3)[ExcAssignCase(recl, mu3, 

[Accusative], [Nominative])] 
> ] 
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Declarations 

The data structures, functions. variables and operators have to he declared 
in a specification file. The Rosetta examples of the previous section left 
much of this infonnation implidtly. In t.his section the declaration of the 
most important datast ruct ures will I><• shown and also an example of an 
used function and a dedarPd prorPdnrf' will be given. Observe that this 
procedure could also he declared witliin the rule in which it occurs. 
For camparisou reasons, the used typ<'s in the present :M-rule notation are 
maintained as much as possible when t he new notation was specified. The 
greater part of the struct ure below ma~· be supposed to he evident. The 
sametimes necessary reductions ar<' skipped to imprave the perspicuity. The 
variabie sig• for instanee Il<'<'ds to have a test whether the Rel TreeEl ts 
contains at most one RelTree. But also the production rule of RelBody 
needs to have a reduction part because a RelTreeElts could he viewed as 
a RelTreeList (e.g. mul). 

%VAR 
m,m• RelTreeList 
mu•,sig• RelTreeElts 
T• RelTree 
N• Node 
cat• Category 
ree• Record 
NPrec• NP Record 
NPVARrec• NPVARRecord 
CNrec• CNRecord 
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Y.GRAMMAR 
RelTreeList 
RelTreeElts 
RelTree 
Node 
Relation 
Category 
Record 
NP Record 
VERSRecord 
NumDual 

: := 
: := 
::. 
: := 
.. -
: := 
.. -
.. -
. ·= 
. ·= 

11 
[" Rel TreeEl ts 11

] 
11 

RelTree RelTreeElts I EPS 
Node RelTreeList 
Relation "/" Category "{" Record 11

}
11 

11predrel 11 I 11 objrel 11 I 11head 11 I ... 
11 NP" I 11 VERB 11 I 11 CN 11 I 11 NPVAR11 I 
NPRecord I VERSRecord I CNRecord I ... 
11number"/NumDual "person11 /Person •.. 
11key 11 /Stem "number"/NumDual 11person11 /Person 
"sg" I "pl" 
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The concept efficiency set was introduced in appendix B, the actual imple
mentation will be given below. In postterm position au efficiency set acts 
as if it were empty. in preterm position it acts a.s a condition/match. Note 
that this function is not reversihle. 

set ::=set"+[.]" [POST $1 = $2; 
PRE In($2,$1); 

] 

The last example ofthis S<'ction is th<' d<>claration ofthe procedure ExcAssignCase 
of M-rule TCaseAssignment. This proredure changes the value of the case 
attribute of a partintlar tree toget !ter with all its subtrees. lt is easy to see 
that the proeed ure is ree u rsi \'el~· d(•fi nNl: if t he re is still a subtree a recursion 
eaU will be made, if not. tlten tlw e\·aluation will end. 

ExcAssignCase(recl, mul, casesl, cases2) 
[ 

: catl, rec2, mu2 : 
recl.cases := casest ! cases2; 
mul := head/catl{rec2}[mu2]; 
(mu2 := 0, 
(rec2,mu2)[ExcAssignCase(rec2,mu2,cases1,cases2)]) 

] 
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